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Introduction
Locating and Positioning the Artists Village in Singapore and Beyond
“It is too early to say” was the purported reply of Zhou
Enlai when asked for his assessment of the 1789 French
Revolution. This anecdote comes to mind, admittedly as a
conceit, when we consider that the 2008 exhibition “The
Artist Village: 20 Years On” held at the Singapore Art
Museum was more than a “retrospective”. The exhibition
invited viewers to “relive the history and memories of The
Artist Village (TAV)” – an artist collective which “engendered
radical shifts in contemporary art throughout the 80s and
90s”. In so doing, we are enjoined to “understand its
artistic activities, objectives and practices, as well as the
tensions, disjuncture and collision of the individual and
collective memories of TAV”. The exhibition did not wrap
things up and tie up the loose ends; instead it unwrapped
two decades of the development of a single artist
collective, posing important questions about contemporary
art that are still relevant today. And contemporary art, if
anything, is about “tensions, disjuncture and collision”.
And in the spirit of the contemporary it is always too
early to say – and in a determinate way – how historical
legacies are played out in the present. As Chua Beng
Huat put it in his statement as artistic director for “SENI:
Art and the Contemporary”, the 2004 arts event that was
the precursor of the first Singapore Biennale in 2006:1
The contemporary is the permanent ‘present’ that
is emergent, and thus unstable. It is constantly being
instantiated and defined by unfolding events and activities,
constantly becoming. It is a present that is permanently open
to its own unfolding towards the future and appropriating
people, events and activities for its subsequent selfsubstantiation as history. It is this openness that encourages
inter-cultural engagements and joint artistic investigations.
In adopting the title of the exhibition, this volume, too,
does not aim at weaving a definitive historical account of
TAV or offering an authoritative evaluation of its impact
or significance. Instead, the various parts of this book,
offers different ways of locating and positioning TAV in
Singapore and beyond, not only in relation to art history
and art criticism but also to wider social history and
intellectual life. Locating” because over two decades when
one first heard of TAV and its alternative art practices,
one had to go in search of its members and activities
either in an “ulu” or faraway and unfamiliar place such
as Lorong Gambas or in different sites in the city when
the collective became nomadic. The act of locating is
especially needed because the past, as the saying goes,
is a foreign country – not least in a rapidly modernizing
country such as Singapore. “Positioning” because artists,
art historians and critics, audiences, and even members
of the public form their opinions about an artist collective
that has inscribed itself into public consciousness, often in
ways which evoke awe and puzzlement, if not also stronger
emotions. And this includes the self-positioning of TAV
members as they make art and engage their audiences.
For one thing, TAV resists being referred to in the
past tense, and indeed the title of the exhibition and this
volume suggests that the collective is still going on, and its
members are showing every intention to keep going on. On
the one hand, it is remarkable how the Village has not only
survived but has renewed its leadership and rejuvenated
its collective identity over two decades. Even the term
“village” seems so out of place in Singapore, as if it is an
anachronism or a throwback to a bygone era. On the other
hand, the very founding and continued development of TAV
is not something to be taken for granted 20 years ago or
today. In the sphere of the arts, it is often too early to say
how one thing leads to another, and there is no way to
predict the effects of exemplary artists and artworks down

the road, and this is especially so when artists organize
themselves in a collective and collaborate with each other
and with multiple partners, reaching out to audiences
and making a mark on the wider cultural landscape.
In contemplating the survival of TAV and other
independent artist collectives and arts groups that have
been founded upon profound artistic vision and sustained
by sheer perseverance, I am reminded of Kuo Pao Kun,
the Singapore-based playwright, dramatist, and public
intellectual, who founded the Practice Performing Arts
School in 1965 and The Substation 1990. Pao Kun’s
lifework touched many artists, intellectuals and ordinary
people, transcending differences across age, language,
ethnicity, education, and discipline. On 18 December 2002,
The Substation held a 100th day commemoration of his
death, staging tributes from fellow artists in the literary,
performing and visual arts and intellectuals in academia and
civil society. The event was, fittingly, entitled “To Go On”. Pao
Kun used to say that for independent arts groups struggling
to hold steadfast to their artistic visions and in the face of
difficulties – including lack of support in terms of space and
funding – “mere” survival over the long haul was itself an
achievement because this makes it possible for arts groups
to avail themselves of new opportunities and make its
next breakthrough when present circumstances changed.
Pao Kun’s insight certainly rings true in the case of TAV as
seen in its vicissitudes over two decades, from its make-shift
studio spaces at 61-B Lorong Gambas, Ulu Sembawang,
which lasted for less than two years due to urban renewal,
to its present still growing network of younger artists
continually pushing the boundaries of contemporary art.
As Russel Storer summarizes its trajectory in his essay,
“The Artists Village: Collaboration as Transformation”:
“Since the closure of its Lorong Gambas studios in 1990,
TAV has been a collective without a space, requiring such
negotiations with a range of organisations to realise its work.
This has not necessarily resulted in a lack of agency or a
dilution of its activities, however; rather, it has engendered
a responsive, collaborative approach that been highly
influential locally, as well as connecting to international
tendencies in contemporary art and curatorial practice.”
What is apparently paradoxical about TAV’s development is

that it has managed to thrive artistically on homelessness.
On the one hand, artistic creation – artists everywhere –
need space, and this not just in an abstract metaphorical
sense but in terms of actual physical spaces for artistic
work. In retrospect, the founding members of TAV could
not have easily congealed as a collective and created their
alternative artworks if not for the idyllic Ulu Sembawang
setting, itself an alternative to the mainstream urbanized
environment of the country. On the other hand, Storer argues
that “from its experimental studios at Lorong Gambas, to its
invasion of public sites in street performances and events,
to its conversion of Hong Bee Warehouse for The Space,
to its questioning of Singapore’s official history in Artists
Investigating Monuments, it is the realisation of experiential
spaces that has been fundamental to TAV’s activities.”
The thrust of Storer’s thesis is well taken, especially
when we consider TAV’s site-specific art activities over
the years, notably its installations and performances after
the loss of its original home. Against this larger backdrop,
however, it is useful for us to have a better sense of the
spatial milieu within which TAV gestated and of its earliest
public activities before it took its art making out into the
urban landscape. In his essay, “Regarding Exhibitions”, T.
K. Sabapathy shows in his essay “Regarding Exhibitions”
adds a “conditional note” to the dominant interpretation
of TAV’s significance in radically calling into question the
conventional art practices and systems. He demonstrates
that it is worth recalling the TAV’s inaugural exhibitions,
The Open Studio Show and The Drawing Show held in
January and December 1989 respectively. Sabapathy’s
richly detailed account combines both the memories or
an eye-witness and the scholarly insights of an art critic,
sharing with us the ambience of the Lorong Gambas
studios and the élan of the founding artists expressing
themselves through the medium of painting and drawing.
Highlighting Amanda Heng’s life drawings of nude models
– reminiscent of the traditional art academy – exhibited at
the first show, Sabapathy asks whether the subject matter
and the conditions of their production “were antithetical in
all particulars to the anticipated tenor in which work was
produced at TAV as a studio” and whether the display of the
drawings of studio nudes was “fortuitous”; these questions
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public, unreservedly. These are representations with farreaching implications; they were by no means settled then
on this occasion and they continue to be disquieting until
today. Still, The Drawing Show was hugely appealing for
the public, as it was for artists…. In these ways TAV was
transformed into a socially charged, heterogeneous space,
for practitioners and for the public. It was incomparably
so only while it was situated in its founding premises.
Following Sabapathy’s perspicacious recollection of TAV
and the art world of late 1980s, Seng Yu Jin provides a
more “macro” sociological discussion, “Re-visiting the
Emergence of The Artists Village”, tracing the collective’s
establishment to the concatenation of developments such
as the emerging art practices of the 1970s, the role of
individual artists, the state, art critics, the media, and the
art market, and private corporations. By systematically
piecing together a larger jigsaw puzzle, Seng shows that the
emergence of TAV and its role in the shaping of “alternative”
art in Singapore can be understood within a complex
“network system” involving multiple agents. In borrowing
from Lawrence Alloway’s conceptual perspective, Seng
does not take anything away from the “agency” of artists,
without whom no alternative art could emerge; rather, artists
constitute only one “node” or “site of negotiation” and in
addition to their artistic struggles, they too have to work or
contend creatively with other participants in the art world.

The Time Show (1989) at Ulu Sembawang – Courtesy of Koh Nguang How

And contrary to a strict adversarial model of artists
versus the establishment, Seng also suggests that the state,
media, and corporations – acting out of specific ideologies
or interests – may bring about conditions that facilitate the
emergence of alternative art. Within this network of agents,
art critics play an important independent role, especially
given the tendency of media to sensationalize or trivialize
new artworks. That there were critics such as Sabapathy and
T. Sasitharan, who provided in-depth newspaper reviews of
exhibitions and artworks, made all the difference. That such
critical reviews are few and far between in the national
media today – compared with disproportionate coverage on
the art market and popular entertainment – is something
to bemoan when one considers how far Singapore has
come along in arts developments over recent decades.

DAWU’S DRAWING

Wee Wan Ling’s “Tang Da Wu and Contemporary Art in
Singapore” is both a focused study on the art making of
the artist commonly acknowledged as TAV’s founder and
a critical reflection on the course of contemporary art in
Singapore. On the former, Wee draws from a wide range
of materials, including his own oral interview with Da Wu,
to portray an artist who is committed to art primarily as
“an open, pedagogical process” and “also a communicative
process” rather than an activist or interventionist
programme. In Da Wu’s words, the first priority is to make
“good art” which then becomes “a sharp needle that can
prick you.” Wee also provides in-depth discussion of two of
Da Wu’s most well-known performances, They Poach the
Rhino and Chop Off His Horn to Make this Drink (198991) and Tiger’s Whip (1991). As much as Da Wu and
other TAV artists engaged in installation and performance
art, Wee makes it clear that they “did not break from
historical visual art forms and visual apperception”
– a point which also resonates with Sabapathy’s
qualification about the significant place of painting and
drawing as seen in TAV’s exhibitions at Lorong Gambas.
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Tang Da Wu, Untitled (Undated) – Courtesy of Tang Da Wu

are of course rhetorically posed. The two TAV shows
and other important exhibitions mounted by emerging
artists in the late 1980s – in particular Trimurti in 1988 –
recollected by Sabapathy mark new developments in the
Singapore art world. Even today it is hard to imagine an
exhibition such as The Drawing Show taking place, not just
in terms of its scale and scope (400 works by 40 artists)

but by the questions that still need to be grappled with:
… the exposition had not to do with instituting curatorial
decorum and protocols or demonstrating accredited
artistic accomplishment. It had to do with providing
drawing with expansive, unimpeded, unconditional
publicness; and correspondingly to transferring the onus
of validating, judging and claiming significance to the
2

Looking at the broader context of Singapore from the
1970s, Wee argues that the state-led modernization
of the post-independence era ironically “facilitated”
the emergence of new art movements. Borrowing from
Sabapathy’s earlier writings, he suggests that the very
forces of modernization in the name of progress brought
about disruptive conditions that led younger artists to
engage in self-questioning and new forms of expression.
In the latest phase, Wee claims, contemporary art is even
more obviously valued in the service of a global city:

…the state has recognised that cultural and artistic
pluralism are part of what are needed to re-invent
Singapore from a modern but unifunctional “world city”
with a puritan work ethic into a multi-functional metropolis
that has the capacity to stage diverse specular and
spectacular high culture, given increased regional and
international competition from other aspirational world
cities. The newly minted Singapore Biennale in 2006 is
but one part of this ongoing re-invention. The creative
and critical socio-cultural energies that Tang Da Wu and
the Artists Village helped release in the 1980s are already
in the process of being contained and instrumentalised.
The idea of art becoming more and more
instrumentalised, however, continues to be resisted by
TAV, even as they eschew an uncritical adversarial stance
vis-à-vis the state and the market. Hence it is eminently
appropriate that Lee Wen, an early member of the Village,
offers a reflection on the challenges of “Sustaining Alterity”.
In reviewing the perennial challenge of grappling with
“space”, he places premium on the idea of autonomy
using concrete examples of how former and current TAV
members continue to “create alternative autonomous
platforms that will allow a higher visibility for deserving
new contemporary art practices in Singapore which still
would not be given the chance in the growing number
of art galleries, awards and competitions in Singapore”.
The insistence on autonomy is echoed in his conclusion,
which sounds an optimistic note and a clarion call:
In a society where capital and commercialism speaks
louder than any other commitments, if not an otherwise
indifferent social system of conservative predilections or
predisposed towards centralization of cultural directions
based on uncertain ideology, the pursuit for the autonomy
of art continues to be a necessary struggle…. The
Artists Village’s continued survival may be the result of
a slowly but surely growing, sympathetic appreciation,
as well as a need for such worthy alternative art preoccupations and revolutionary cultural concerns, within
Singaporean society…. [It is] important to acknowledge
the need to persevere, as to paraphrase Sun Yat Sen, “the
revolution has failed, we must continue to work harder!”

not exist, it would have to be invented. I had thought
this sounds like a cliché which I did not intend to
proffer. But I came across the following words in Edward
Said’s moving essay on “The Public Role of Writers and
Intellectuals”, which applies just as forcefully to artists,
especially the artists who engage with ideas and concepts:3
… one invents goals abductively – in the literal use
of the Latin word “inventio” employed by rhetoricians
to stress finding again, or reassembling from past
performances, as opposed to the romantic use of invention
as something you can create from scratch. That is, one
hypothesizes a better situation from the known historical
and social facts. So, in effect, this enables intellectual
[and artistic?] performances on many fronts, in many
places, many styles that keep in play both he sense of
opposition and the sense of engaged participation…
Indeed, there is hardly need 20 years on to engage in
any romanticization of the past and to locate or position
TAV within a heroic narrative that suggests that they
created something new out of little or nothing. If TAV did
not exist, there may well be artists who will hypothesize
an alternative art. Whatever its current challenges,
therefore, TAV must continue to work harder at invention,
finding and reassembling again and again – just as
it has done so for two decades – and carrying out its
performances on many fronts and in many sites, keeping
alive the ideal of artistic autonomy in a world that tends
to incorporate every iota of creativity for its own purposes.
Notes:
Chua Beng Huat, “Introduction” in SENI: Art and the Contemporary (Singapore: National
Arts Council and National Heritage Board, 2004), p. 12.
Edward Said, Humanism and Democratic Criticism, New York: Columbia University
Press, 2004, p. 129.
3
bid., p.140.
1
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In the social sciences, the terms “revolution” and
“revolutionary” are not used lightly, although in saying this
I do not mean to imply that Lee Wen overstates his case. In
a country that is considered the epitome of political stability
and economic development, who speaks of revolution and
revolutionary concerns? Is there a need for revolution? Or
is the very idea of “alterity” or the quest for an “alternative”
itself already rather “revolutionary”? And, in any case, might
it be “too early to say” what the effects of any genuine
revolution might be? Perhaps we could end with a twist to
Lee’s emphasis on “autonomy” – which must be continually
pursued whether or not the revolution is successful. For,
ultimately, as Edward Said, agreeing with Theodore Adorno,
argues “one of the hallmarks of modernity is how at a very
deep level, the aesthetic and the social need to be kept, and
often consciously kept, in a state of irreconcilable tension”.2
In Singapore, modernization at a speed and on a scale not
seen elsewhere may be said to have been “revolutionary”
in many ways. Here, we may recall an intriguing remark by
the architect Tay Kheng Soon that Singapore represents a
case of “modernization without modernity”. If TAV provides
any hint at all “20 years on” that it continues to keep alive
that hallmark of modernity, that is, “a state of irreconcilable
tension” between the aesthetic and the social, Tay’s
provocatively sweeping remark must be qualified!
It is too early to say whether, to what degree, and how
the sense of artistic autonomy that is embodied in the
short history of TAV will be pursued by its members 20
years on. Perhaps the reference to “revolution” says too
much and therefore says too little. Yet, etymologically,
the term is rooted in the idea of a circular or revolving
movement. In this connection, I suggest that if TAV did
3

The Artists Village: Collaboration as Transformation
The placement of works by an artist collective or group
in a museum, particularly when looking historically, raises
a number of questions. This is because the very nature of
artist collectives (acknowledging that forms and motivations
vary from group to group) would appear to resist the
singularity and linearity associated with traditional art
institutions. The autonomy of the art object and the primacy
of individual creativity, central to modernist conceptions of
art and elevated by its dominant frame, the museum, are
disrupted by collective work, with its emphasis on processbased forms of practice and spatial and social interplay.
The majority of collective work generally occurs outside
of museums—in public sites, contemporary art spaces
or artist-run initiatives—and often takes the shape of
ephemeral installations and actions, which are reliant on
specific contexts and difficult to re-present. Yet there has
been substantial institutional interest in collective work over
the past two decades, with many exhibitions around the
world dedicated to the subject.1 This survey exhibition of
the work of The Artists Village (TAV) builds on this discussion
within the specific context of Singapore. With its relatively
short history, Singapore has seen contemporary art develop
almost simultaneously with its art infrastructure, resulting in
a complex, interwoven, and unique dynamic between artists
and institutions, with artist collectives and collaborations
playing a central role.

crucial element in the transition from modernist to
postmodern art… The proliferation of teamwork in post1960s [conceptual] art challenged not only the terms by
which artistic identity was conventionally conceived but
also the ‘frame’—the discursive boundary between the
‘inside’ and the ‘outside’ of the work of art’.4 Collectives and
artist groups therefore appeared in almost every context
to challenge local modernist orthodoxies, often against a
background of great social upheaval. Eastern Europe under
Communism produced a number of groups, including
OHO, IRWIN, and Neue Slovenische Kunst in Slovenia,
for example, while the Grupo de Artistas de Vanguardia
in Argentina were formed amidst the repressive Ongania
dictatorship of the late 1960s. Student protests against
government policies in the same period in Japan gave rise
- - while Laboratoire Agit-Art in
to groups such as Bikyoto,
Senegal formed in the 1970s during the period of African
decolonisation. Inhibodress in Australia appeared in 1970,
when social movements such as feminism and Aboriginal
rights were gaining strength, while the Canadian collective
General Idea were linked to the gay rights movement.5
While each tended to utilise similar forms—text pieces,
readymades, installations, performances and public
actions—and were informed by ideas circulating through
increasingly globalised communication, such practices
were driven by locally specific situations and histories.

Artists have historically formed collectives to provide a
critical alternative to the dominant systems of art, including
museums and the art market. They are often, although
not always, motivated by a desire for social and political
change, which includes the creation of broader possibilities
for artistic production and reception than may be currently
available. Early collectives and artist societies in Europe, for
example, such as the Vienna Secession in the late 1900s,
were set up in opposition to the salons and academies,
and the art they supported. Early 20th century movements
including the Italian Futurists, the Dadaists in Zürich, and
the Fauves and Surrealists in Paris, came together not
only to challenge prevailing aesthetics but also to overturn
social attitudes and practices. According to Peter Bürger,
the impulse that drove these avant-garde groups was not
so much at the level of content, such as a negation of
earlier styles of art, but at the level of form, as ‘an attack
on the status of art in bourgeois society’.2 This status was
an autonomous removal from ‘the praxis of life’, and reliant
on individual production and reception (the ‘genius’ artist,
the unique, saleable art work, and the connoisseur viewer).
Attempts to break this autonomy included techniques such
as collage, readymades and happenings, and strategies
such as allegory, appropriation and the modification of
authorship, the desired result being to open the art work
up to the world and provoke collective responses in
audiences. This avant-garde fusing of art and life continued
in the late 1950s and 1960s through group efforts, such
as the Situationists and Fluxus, which ranged across the
disciplines of writing, film and performance, and continue
to influence artists today.

In Indonesia, for instance, the Gerakan Seni Rupa Baru
(New Art Movement) was founded in 1975 to promote
wider possibilities for art at a time when modernist painting

These processes were not confined to Western Europe of
course; throughout the world, avant-garde movements and
groups have come together to question existing structures
and propose alternatives, generating significant shifts in
local artistic forms. From the late 1950s to the 1980s,
conceptualist art practices, with their dematerialisation
of the art object and close scrutiny of its place in society,
emerged in almost every corner of the globe, with collective
work at the core of this activity. Art historian John Clark
has written that ‘[t]he whole of modern Asian art history
is full of critical roles played by small groups that appear
at particular junctures to coalesce new positions within art
discourse and redefine practice’.3 Charles Green, in his
study of collaboration The Third Hand, argues that it ‘was a

Russell Storer
restraints on artistic production and circulation, the Stars
were compelled to promote a diversity of techniques and
to defy institutional controls, creating dynamic exchanges
with audiences. Despite resistance and crackdowns
by local authorities, which considered their open-air
exhibitions and group actions a provocative challenge to
the ‘official channels for the production, mediation and
reception of art in China’,8 they eventually received official
recognition and showed at the state-run China Art Gallery
in 1980. They disbanded shortly afterward, but are seen as
important precursors to the avant-gardes that arose later
in the decade.
The Artists Village have played a similar role in
Singapore. There has been a tradition of artist groups
and societies in this country, often brought together
through political, aesthetic and/or cultural affiliations.
The Nanyang School, for example, was a loose group of
modernist painters who aimed to forge a local identity in
the 1950s through a fusion of Western styles, Chinese
techniques and South-East Asian content, notably images
of Balinese women and village scenes. Politicised societies
such as The Equator Art Society promoted forms such
as woodcut printing and social realist painting around
the period of decolonisation and independence in the
late 1950s and 1960s, while the Modern Art Society as
founded in 1963 by artists—many of whom had returned
from studying in Europe and North America—wanting to
focus exclusively on modern art. Members of wthis society
included Cheo Chai-Hiang and Tang Da Wu, both of whom

Tang Da Wu, Gully Curtains (1979) – Courtesy of Tang Da Wu

and sculpture dominated. Arising from art academies
in Yogyakarta and Bandung, the group called for
experimentation with diverse styles and media, the
privileging of local histories, theories and traditions, and
social relevance. Such manifestos could be seen, however,
to threaten ‘national unity, integration and stability’ however,
and exhibitions attracted the attention of police.6 Although
the group folded in 1979, the highly political mixed-media
works they produced were to be highly influential on the
social realist painting and installation art that came to
prominence in Indonesia in the late 1980s and 1990s. In
China, the Stars Group was formed in Beijing in 1979 to
support artists that were overlooked for official exhibitions,
and to bring art directly to the public.7 Having come through
the Cultural Revolution, with its rigid ideology and tight
4

went to Britain to study in the early 1970s, where they
came into contact with the political ferment of the time
and associated conceptual practices. Cheo’s submissions
to the Society’s annual exhibitions during this period,
including the proposed instruction piece 5’ x 5’ (Singapore
River), 1972, and the mail-art work Mailed from the UK,
1973, constitute the introduction of such practices to
Singapore, although not without resistance. The former
work, which was a direct critique of the dominance of
painting, was rejected for exhibition by the Society, whose
aim, according to T.K. Sabapathy, ‘to advance the new, the
modern, was largely qualified by the practice of painting’. 9
Although Cheo was acting as an individual artist, it was
through the conduit of the Society that his work (and his

critical writing) could be transmitted and debated. The
discursiveness enabled by collectives and artist groups,
particularly in an environment where there are few
other platforms for exhibiting and writing about art, is of
fundamental importance in moving contemporary art
forward. Without these platforms, any attempt at a radical
gesture evaporates. The 1979 outdoor exhibition The Picnic
organized by Tan Teng Kee, for example, which featured
process paintings and ephemeral sculptures (one of which
was burned at the close of the event), offered a fresh local
critique of the perceived permanence and autonomy of
art objects. In the same year, Tang Da Wu, returning from
Britain, produced an earthwork, Gully Curtains, in which he
hung sheets of fabric in the landscape and then installed the
stained results in a gallery, providing an engaged aesthetic
response to the destruction of villages for urban development.
Yet, as Sabapathy has argued, such projects were sporadic
and of questionable consequence at the time, ‘due to the
absence of a discernable critical practice in Singapore’. 10
It was not until a decade later that substantial and
enduring shifts took place within Singaporean art, primarily
through the work of collectives and collaborations. In 1988,
two significant collaborative exhibitions took place: Trimurti,
at the Goethe-Institute, and More Than 4, at the St Joseph’s
Institution Building (now Singapore Art Museum). Each was
organised by artists coming together to propose key ideas—
Trimurti, for example, aimed to ‘explore and challenge the
convention of the gallery space’ through an interdisciplinary
presentation of painting, sculpture, installation and
performance, as well as to invest such forms with Chinese,
Indian and Malay traditions.11 Later in that year, The Artists
Village was established in a kampong at Lorong Gambas
to provide an open studio environment for experimentation
and discussion. Initiated by Tang Da Wu and a group of
younger artists, TAV continued the environmental activism
of Gully Curtains and explored conceptual and pedagogical
methods that Tang had learned in Britain, influenced by
Dada and Joseph Beuys. Also taking an interdisciplinary
view of media, with a strong focus on performance, TAV
conducted workshops and held exhibitions and seminars
at a time when such approaches had little to no presence
in art schools, art societies or galleries. These practices
nevertheless quickly came to define contemporary
art in Singapore; although deemed ‘alternative’, there
was arguably little in the way of a mainstream—i.e. a
bourgeois cultural establishment, supporting major art
institutions—to react against.12 From the early 1990s, a
state cultural infrastructure did begin to be implemented,
with organisations such as the National Arts Council and
the National Heritage Board, and institutions such as the
Singapore Art Museum, established over the first half of
the decade. This development, along with the setting up
of experimental organisations such as Theatre Works
and The Substation, offered local contemporary artists a
more varied and substantial environment than previously
in which to make their work and discuss ideas, enabling
artistic debates to circulate more widely.
Given these conditions, the work being produced by
artists associated with TAV (which initially included artists
such as Amanda Heng, Lee Wen, Vincent Leow, Wong Shih
Yaw, Koh Nguang How and Zai Kuning) and the Trimurti
artists S. Chandrasekaran, Goh Ee Choo and Salleh Japar,
while often critical of the status quo, was not necessarily
motivated by avant-gardist rejection. In the particular social
and political climate of Singapore, such stances would
be difficult to sustain in any case. Instead, considerations
of individual and local identity, the tensions between
cultural traditions and contemporary life, and the effects
of urbanisation and globalisation were, and continue to be,
key concerns. This interest in reflecting and commenting on
everyday life in Singapore has been coupled with a strong
desire for interaction with wider publics—TAV’s street
performances, open studio exhibitions and ‘happenings’
have all encouraged direct audience engagement. Shortly
after its establishment in 1988, TAV was being invited to

organise events at education and art institutions, such as

promoted was in tune with artistic developments across

The Happenings (1989) at Nanyang Technological University – Courtesy of Koh Nguang How

A Sculpture Seminar (1989) at the National Museum Art Gallery – Courtesy of Koh Nguang How

Nanyang Technological Institute for The Happenings (1989),
National University of Singapore for The Happenings
II (1989), and the National Museum Art Gallery for A
Sculpture Seminar (1991). It also staged public events
for the Singapore Festival and Festival Fringe such as The
Care Show (1990), The Space (1992), which converted
the disused Hong Bee Warehouse into a temporary
performance and installation venue, and Tour de Art
Lah! (1996), which featured an ‘art bus’ moving through
the city. Artists Investigating Monuments (2000-2005),
driven by a younger generation of artists who became
involved in TAV in the late 1990s, is a three-part project
that questions monuments and civic sites, with its second
and third instalments developed with the Singapore Art
Museum (2004) and the Museum of Contemporary Art in
Sydney (2005). Since the closure of its Lorong Gambas
studios in 1990, TAV has been a collective without a space,
requiring such negotiations with a range of organisations
to realise its work. This has not necessarily resulted in a
lack of agency or a dilution of its activities, however; rather,
it has engendered a responsive, collaborative approach
that been highly influential locally, as well as connecting to
international tendencies in contemporary art and curatorial
practice.
The emergence of TAV and the practices and ideas it
5

South-East Asia in the late 1980s and early 1990s.
Performance and installation were gaining prominence
at the time in countries from the Philippines to Thailand
to Indonesia, drawing upon Western and Japanese
antecedents as well as indigenous formal, material and
ritual traditions. This confluence has only intensified in
recent years, with artists, often working collaboratively,
participating in exhibitions and festivals throughout Asia and
the rest of the world. This has occurred within a climate of
exploding global capital and communications, which, as it
decentres the world’s economic, technological and cultural
power bases, has helped fuel the increasing international
interest in contemporary Asian art. These shifts have also
intersected with a tendency, particularly in Europe, in
artistic and curatorial practice that emphasises installation,
collaborative work and social situations. These involve
a range of approaches, including community projects,
administrative or pedagogical activities (such as guided
tours), or leisure activities such as dancing or sharing food.
Unlike its conceptual art precedents, socially engaged art
since the 1990s—famously theorised by French curator
Nicolas Bourriaud as ‘relational aesthetics’ (in which Asian
artists such as Rirkrit Tiravanija and Surasi Kusolwong have
been key protagonists)—has tended to occur within, or in
connection with, institutions. Indeed, the interactivity and
often spectacular nature of installation and performance-

based projects have been of great benefit to museums
in attracting and engaging audiences; as Claire Bishop
wrote in the Tate magazine, ‘Once a marginal practice
that subverted the market by being difficult—if not
impossible—to sell, [installation] is now the epicentre of
institutional activity’.14 The global growth of biennales and
triennales during the 1990s, particularly in Asia, as well as
large international museum exhibitions, with their demand
for temporary, site-specific works, has enabled Asian artists
to present their work in this mode to the wider art world,
and members of TAV have been no exception.
Collaborative practice, with its emphasis on process and
exchange, has transformed the presentation of art and the
nature of curatorial activity, blurring the traditional division
of labour between artist, curator and viewer. Installation,
curator Angelika Nollert argues, was an important
prerequisite for the shift in the idea of the art as a process
rather than a discrete object, and ‘hence collective work
has shifted media in its development of a social space’.15
She also notes that ‘it is no longer solely a sense of
discontentedness or a revolutionary demand that brings
artists to collective work but rather the resulting expanded
opportunity to realise experiential spaces—by all means
with a sociopolitical ambition’.16 It is this latter tendency,
I would argue, that has characterised TAV all along: from
its experimental studios at Lorong Gambas, to its invasion
of public sites in street performances and events, to its
conversion of Hong Bee Warehouse for The Space, to
its questioning of Singapore’s official history in Artists
Investigating Monuments, it is the realisation of experiential
spaces that has been fundamental to TAV’s activities. This
has been achieved within Singapore’s particular social and
political framework in ways that have tested and expanded
the perceptions and expectations of the public and the state.
TAV’s work with institutions has therefore been essential in
this environment, and has in turn helped shape the means by
which contemporary art in Singapore is understood, locally
and internationally. Its appearance at a critical juncture in
Singapore’s art history, which coincided and connected with
similar developments elsewhere, has enabled The Artists
Village to initiate substantial changes to how Singaporean
artists make their work, as well as how it is viewed.

Tour de Art Lah! (1996) – Courtesy of Koh Nguang How
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The space of Hong Bee Warehouse – Courtesy of Koh Nguang How
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Regarding Exhibitions

T.K.Sabapathy
for them significance. These are embedded in catalogue
publications whose textual and authorial stature is upheld
as defining expositions. By developing their critical exegeses
predominantly, if not exclusively, on these textual grounds,
reviewers ignore exhibitions as displays and, as such, leave
them unremarked.
There may well be reasons for this, such as: not
having been able to view it for practical considerations or
undertaking an appraisal of a show convened in the past
which does not permit seeing it in actuality. Having said
this, it also has to be remarked that ways of reconstituting
an exhibition remain largely unattended. Additionally, there
are, in my view, deep-seated biases or predilections.
Hence, a presumption is that encountering an exposition
as a display is to somehow, somewhat dissipate discursive
rigour and profundity. A presumption is also that discourse
is thwarted, distracted, even traduced by acts of seeing
deeply, attentively. Shows installed by TAV and other
groups or artists’ collaboratives, towards the end of the
80s, may be pressed into yielding expansive engagements
in discursive or critical seeing. Of course to direct interest
towards an exhibition as visual display is not to divest it and
its beholders of aims and assumptions; whether these are
represented consciously or subsumed unconsciously.

T.K.Sabapathy in a discussion with artists at Hong Bee Warehouse (1992) – Courtesy of Koh Nguang How

I
I recall visiting The Artists Village (hereafter TAV) at its
founding premises in January 1989 to view its inaugural
exhibition. Titled The Open Studio Show, it featured twoand-three dimensional productions and objects. Some of
them were marked by continuing or residual affiliations with
prevailing modern conventions of pictorial representation
and sculpture-like formations; some others were seen
as edging away from such affiliations and striking out
towards expansive, discrursial dimensions. (There were
performances at The Second Open Studio Show in MayJune 1989, for which purposes the grounds of TAV were
pressed into yielding sites susceptible to performance
based or performance devised presentations.)
The works in the first show were by ten artists, a
number of whom were established while most were
emerging as practitioners. They were: Tang Da Wu, Hazel
McIntosh, Tang Da Hon, Amanda Heng, Lim Poh Teck,
Baet Yeok Kuan, Tang Mun Kit, Vincent Leow and Wong
Shih Yaw. Their capacities varied; most of them had just
completed or were on the verge of completing their formal
studies or were beginning professionally to produce art.
Seen comparatively, their practices were unsurprisingly
uneven. Each was drawn to TAV by particular interests and
anticipations; and, undoubtedly, with prospects of working
with Da Wu. For them as well as for many others, TAV was
a magnet on account of its (a) openness (b) promise as
a locus for advancing individual practices and dispositions
along collegial yet competitive registers (c) provision of a
milieu that was physically expansive and psychologically
salubrious as it was set apart from the uniform, restrictive
and reductive urbanization of Singapore in the late 70s and
throughout the 80s and (d) apparent un-ideological, nondogmatic operatives – although methods for producing and
thinking on art were steered along reflexive paths.
I recall seeing paintings and drawings by Da Wu – yes,
paintings! A picture titled The Rice Growers, 1989 (acrylic
and oil on canvas) commanded interest by its imagery and
execution. Da Wu is seen as probing into the iconology
of modern pictorialism (as were Vincent Leow and Shih
Yaw in their compositions in this show). For instance,
figure-ground relationships are literally upended; while
expectations of coherence in the pictorial field and of logic
entailed in reading a picture are relatively destabilized. The

painting impressed with the forcefulness of its imagery,
whereas the devices for putting it together pull our attention
in divergent, competing directions. Yet, the picture did not
fall apart; interest in engagement with painting as such was
not trivialized, was not diminished. It is important to keep
these regards in mind.
Important because in the enthusiasm or zeal to claim
or forward TAV as a pre-eminent site for prospecting
alterity, it is tempting to cast it as a radical agency; in
which circumstance, its radicalism is posited in terms of
subverting or transgressing (attributes frequently employed
in the rhetoric attending the propagation of radical positions
and actions in art practices) prevailing conventions,
systems and institutions by advocating activist strategies.
Nothing is further from the case. Inserting this conditional
note is not to deflate, belittle TAV and its significance in
spurring and shaping the contemporary in Singapore, but
to underline requisiteness for scrutinizing its practices and
positions, relatively (as do Russell Storer, Seng Yu Jin and
C.J.W.-L. Wee, variously, in their respective essays in this
publication).
This account is oriented along such a register. It examines
two exhibitions presented by TAV in the year of its founding
(i.e. the inaugural show which has been mentioned and
The Drawing Show in December of 1989), comparatively;
juxtaposing them with expositions convened on other sites
by artists who were affiliated with it and who pursued
their interests outside the purview of TAV, and those who
were not linked to it. These shows were held just before
1989. The purpose is to ascertain some of the artistic and
critical ambitions advanced by and in such exhibitions,
historically; and to weigh extents to which these are
congruent and/or divergent with one another in propelling
the new, the different and as marking a contemporary turn
in art practices in Singapore. There is an additional regard
and it has to do with apprehending exhibitions as such,
discursively.
It springs, in part, from an abiding disposition in
appraising expositions, wherein reviewers train attention
chiefly on the intricate network binding curatorial,
scholarly, scientific (this is hardly looked into), institutional
(including state/national) operations and imperatives
that integrally constitute exhibitions; and which claim
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This prompts regarding a second and convergent matter
in thinking on exhibitions. In presenting its (TAV’s) inaugural
show as a studio show, attention was drawn to connections
between the locus for making or creating with that for
publicizing or receiving productions. This was not novel
as artists open their studios temporarily, occasionally and
briefly, and to a privileged public. The Open Studio Show,
on the other hand, was an encompassing enterprise. What
is more, it was convened in a rural enclave, removed from
the city and prescribed venues in it for the presentation,
validation and authorization of art, its practitioners and
its public. For this reason it drew unaccustomed media
scrutiny which was not necessarily fuelled by engagement
with art and its practice as such; it was also attended by
watchfulness or surveillance.
For the occasion, TAV in its entirety (including Hazel’s
and Da Wu’s domestic space and the adjoining farming
precincts) was given over to publicness, throughout the
day and for the duration of the exposition. Instead of the
provision of an exclusionary space, here was an expositional
site in which the hierarchical ordering of specifications and
sequences were set aside. The ritual entailed in seeing
art was dispelled. Compared with a display in which art’s
autonomy was carefully sequestered and demonstrated,
The Open Studio Show appeared diffused, dispersed
as a display. Even as the show was installed as a form
of representation as well as a mode of representation, it
was not the only candidate vying for interest. There were
other intervening spaces and environments for production
that were accessible; and whose permeability dilated the
domain for presenting and beholding art – sufficiently to
shift or alter modes of attention and contemplation.
On one of the partitions, six drawings by Amanda
Heng were pinned for display. They were produced as life
drawings while she was a student at LASALLE College
of the Arts (these and others produced at the time do
not survive). Employing tissue paper soaked in ink,
Heng generates a range of marks whose dimensions,
tones and velocities were varied; these settle as figural
representations. Each drawing were executed on a
mahjong paper and features a nude figure (female and
male) that is rendered brusquely, violently, and as a partial
entity. The aim was not to develop and demonstrate
knowledge or command of human anatomy, sufficiently
to realize specific iconographic topics or subjects; the

aim was to pictorially register the kinetic properties that
are perceptible in the human body. And in doing so,
quicken the expressive properties of these registrations
and thereby vitalize drawing’s capacities as a medium
and as a method. Even if such ends were consolidated by
foregoing the human as an existent, integral being. As it is
in these drawings, in which the body is seen as invasively
manipulated, even as abject.
When displayed, the drawings were awash with light
that filtered from all sides; attention was complicated and
the partial figures appeared as slipping and sliding into the
ambient space.
Why were the drawings exhibited in The Open Studio
Show? Did they not lodge oddly with anticipations of TAV
as a site for alterity? These are life drawings, of nudes
posed as models in an academy’s studio, destined to
satisfy its curricula – surely subjects and conditions that
were antithetical in all particulars to the anticipated tenor
in which work was produced at TAV as a studio! Was the
display of Amanda Heng’s drawings fortuitous? I think not.

Amanda Heng, Life Drawing (1988-89) – Courtesy of Koh Nguang How

Consider the following: (a) the instructor for the life
drawing class was Da Wu, who was employed as part-time
faculty by the college; (b) drawing has been and continues
to be an abiding, formative aspect of Da Wu’s practice,
pursued for commercial purposes as well; and he is willing
to publicise this. For instance, during TAV’s presentation
at the Art Mart: Singapore International Shopping Festival
at Cuppage Terrace in April 1989, he set up a drawing
demonstration by portraying Vincent Leow, employing an
esteemed and emulated trope in modernist pictorialism,
namely: the artist depicted; and needless to say, the
location and occasion for this event and demonstration
mark antipodean ends from the founding premises of TAV;
(c) the body and its manifold states of becoming were
generative for many artists who gathered and worked at
TAV.
In these regards Amanda Heng’s drawings of the nude
are not known as they are not featured in prevailing
discussions of her practice, as it is developed in the 90s.
Antecedents of her interventions into the body as female
and as an artist, in social, political, familial and domestic,
and autobiographical spheres, which are all central to her
practice, may now be consequentially traced to drawings of
the figure posed as a nude in the studio in 1988 and 1989.
She also produced paintings during these years embodying
figurative imagery.
Amanda Heng sets aside interests in pictorially depicting
the human figure, reprising it about ten years later in a
series of photographic representations of her mother and
herself, a handful appearing discreetly and partially in the
nude, titled Another Woman, 1999. Connections between
the drawings and subsequent representations, including

her performance and installations works, have not been
examined. They have to be deferred to future occasions.
I leave TAV momentarily in order to look at exhibitions
convened by emerging artists on a number of sites. There
is a proliferation of these in the late 1980s, presented by
individuals who gathered as groups, dispersed and rapidly
regrouped by including new or other practitioners, and
moved on to different venues. These expositions were
initiated by youthful individuals seeking to inaugurate their
practice of art, professionally and differently. Differently,
that is, from those propagated by existing associations
or collaboratives such as The Modern Art Society, The
Singapore Art Society, The Society of Chinese Artists, The
Watercolour Society and The Society of Malay Artists; all
of which were viewed as upholding the sovereignty of
painting, institutionalised by exclusionary aesthetic values
and positions.
II
In May 1987, Goh Ee Choo, Koh Kim Seng,
S.Chandrasekaran, Salleh Japar and Desmond Tan
installed an exposition of their work in the Arbour Fine Art
at Cuppage Terrace. As in the case of the majority featured
in TAV’s inaugural show two years later, here too the five
had recently completed their formal education and sought
to advance their practice independently of established
agencies or sites underscored by prevailing aesthetic
and curatorial operatives. Titled Quintet, their aim was not
merely to publicise their productions but, and importantly,
to devise new or novel methods for showing art. Methods
which set this exposition apart from shows arranged along
staid, stereotypical tendencies, customarily seen in art
galleries here. They set out to effectively form their own
counter-exhibition.
In addition to hanging pictures on walls, three canvasses
(by Ee Choo) were suspended from the ceiling at different
heights. On the floor, directly below each canvas were piled
sand, stones and leaves, arranged neatly in hollowed-out
squares; these were assembled by the artists and their
friends. Whereas the imagery in the pictures suspended
above pointed to visions of ethereal spheres and a sense of
the beyond, on the floor were material remains signifying
the finite and the present. Among the most absorbing
presentations was a voluptuous reclining female figure
by Chandrasekaran, imprinted on a piece of sari-length
cloth; she appeared simultaneously as leaping out from
the surface and as absorbed into the waft and weft of
the fabric. This figure is recast severally in subsequent
works, as Chandrasekaran grapples with iconographic
conventions rooted in traditional Indian symbolic systems,
redirecting and reforming them into assuming iconic forms
in contemporary spheres.
In this exposition, pictures were not displayed in even
rows, hung at uniform eye-level; nor were they grouped to
demonstrate common topics and commensurate technical
accomplishments. They were arranged in irregular clusters
entailing comparative viewing of largely disparate properties
and capacities. When moving from wall to wall, when
having to tilt one’s head to gaze at the ceiling and when
constantly adjusting to the floor arrangements, the scope
of seeing and traversing the gallery space was unendingly
altered and largely discontinuous. When seeing a particular
cluster, preceding encounters were unscrambled in order
to adjust to freshly configured presentations. In place of
a linear, continuous progression through the exposition,
the cone for viewing the Quintet show was marked
by disruptions and abrupt beginnings. This exposition
underlined difference and divergence, energetically and
insistently, although awkwardly. Chandrasekaran, Ee Choo
and Salleh hoist these matters onto exalted and ambitious,
tense and intervening registers by initiating Trimurti in
1988, the year of TAV’s formation and a year preceding its
inaugural show.
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I move on to consider another exhibition featuring
a group made up of different practitioners. Titled Man.
Objects and Images, it consisted of pictures and objects by
Tang Mun Kit, Chng Chin Kang, Wong Shih Yaw and Johnny
Tan Yi Ming. It was presented at the National Museum Art
Gallery in August 1988. It was the first of four expositions
bearing this designation. Mun Kit was the anchor for all of
them in which the featured artists were different in each
instance; he coordinated the shows and articulated their
aims or premises. Earlier in that year, in the months of
May and June, together with Chin Kang, Baet Yeok Kuan
and Lim Poh Teck, Mun Kit occupied the premises of the
vacated St Joseph’s Institution (present day Singapore Art
Museum). The four constituted a number of installations in
the classrooms on the ground floor by reusing things that
were discarded on the premises. (Detritus is prospected
as a fertile ground and premise in Mun Kit’s practice until
the present; in this regard, no other artist in Singapore and
in Southeast Asia has advanced a practice from such a
base with comparable consistency, intelligence, rigour and
distinction.)
The ex-St Josephs Institution premises were transformed
into a generative site for launching an array of events,
including performance based presentations as well as
activities that entailed the public directly, demonstrably,
in making and appraising art. These were put together
to make up the fringe of the Singapore Festival of Arts
in 1988, and in many respects provoking analogies with
TAV’s collaboration with the National Arts Council in
co-organising the fringe event in 1992 at the Hong Bee
Warehouse, bearing the designation The Space. Titled
More Than Four …, it is known through here say rather
than by critically examined or considered accounts. Man.
Objects and Images, on the other hand, has been forgotten,
is unknown and unaccounted for. In part, it is for this reason
that I recall it.
In discarding metaphorical associations, the title
underscores an earnest intent to re-examine foundational
matters; it signals a kind of return-to-basics move. This
is a hallmark that distinguishes the aims and actions
of a number of group endeavours initiated by aspiring
practitioners in the late 1980s, thereby setting them
apart from those who are established and whose works
are esteemed as manifesting the dominant, exemplary
aesthetic values. And in part, it is with this interest in mind
that I recall this exposition.

Tang Da Wu, The Rice Growers (1989) – Courtesy of Tang Da Wu

corner, fixing the viewer with an unblinking gaze. It is an
ominous, brooding image; weightily troubled. One of the
most compelling works in the show was Koh Nguang How’s
There is a Hole in the Sky. Made up of wire, wool and a
bamboo pole, it was hoisted towards the sky, framing and
bringing into sharp focus a section of it. It was prompted
by increasing confirmation of the depletion of the ozone
layer circling the planet and its effects. Appearing fragile, it
nevertheless was effective.

Koh Nguang How, There Is A Hole In The Sky (1989) – Courtesy of Koh Nguang How

In paintings, especially by Shih Yaw, brushmarks,
pigment, surface, figure-ground relationships were laid
bare, spartanly although expressively charged. Forms
settled tentatively and unwillingly, bearing signs of scarred,
violated passages. Mun Kit’s rehabilitated discarded
materials and found things, by making them yield forms
conveying primal imagery; they were cool, unostentatious,
yet sustaining. In them, constructive and improvisational
motives mingled, somewhat irresolutely. One could
scrutinize these unsettled relationships closely as the works
were presented forthrightly, at unaccomodated levels and
proximity. They prompted fresh thinking on ways recent art
works were made, presented and received.
This sounds passé, even trite today. However, when such
remarks are weighed in relation to commencements of art
practices in the late 1980s – the closing years of a decade
that may well mark something significantly different as
emerging from initiatives by aspiring practitioners and as
collectively unprecedented in the art world here; something
that could well be seen as marking a contemporary
turn – then the reception of works by such practitioners,
represented in these terms, bear particular, historical
pertinence.

For the occasion of the drawing show TAV was
converted into a permissive, all-inclusive site or venue. Not
surprisingly, levels of competence fluctuated and capacities
differed extremely. As I recall it, the exposition had not to
do with instituting curatorial decorum and protocols or
demonstrating accredited artistic accomplishment. It had
to do with providing drawing with expansive, unimpeded,
unconditional publicness; and correspondingly to transferring
the onus of validating, judging and claiming significance to
the public, unreservedly. These are representations with
far-reaching implications; they were by no means settled
then on this occasion and they continue to be disquieting
until today. Still, The Drawing Show was hugely appealing
for the public, as it was for artists - many of whom had
not been featured at TAV earlier and would not be in the
future. In these ways TAV was transformed into a socially
charged, heterogeneous space, for practitioners and for the
public. It was incomparably so only while it was situated in
its founding premises.
IV
This account has emerged, purposefully, from limited
and selective grounds. Its two-fold aims have been to (a)
scrutinize art works in exhibitions for developing historical
and critical perspectives (or discourses) (b) to relate
exhibitions convened by TAV in the first year of its active
existence with expositions convened on other sites by
artists who were also prospecting new and different ways
for making art, in order to weigh TAV’s comparability and
distinctiveness. I fear my treatment of these matters has
been largely symptomatic. However, the premises set out
here may well merit consideration. If they do and if they
are attended by sufficiently scoping exhibitions as critical
terrain, then particular perspectives for ascertaining TAV’s
past and present representations, their significance in the
contemporary (in art here and in the region of Southeast
Asia) can be advanced.

III
I return to TAV to discuss an exposition it convened in
December 1989 and to round off this account. The topic was
drawing which, in a sense, reconnects with the beginnings
of this review (i.e. Amanda Heng’s drawings of studio nudes
in the inaugural show). On display were 400 productions
by 40 individuals; it was titled, somewhat prosaically, The
Drawing Show. In terms of volume and range, it marked and
I dare say continues to mark the largest, most extensive
exposition of drawing by practitioners at any one time, here.
There were drawings as sketches, as first thoughts and
as studies after nature; these were the most numerous.
There also were drawn up designs, drawings in their own
right and works that examined drawing as a medium and
a method of representation. There were drawings too that
were freed from the surface as a defining plane and hoisted
into actual space.
I recall seeing a self portrait by Salleh Japar; the
whereabouts of this picture are not known today! He is
presented hunched over a table, with the left hand covering
his left eye. The pupil of his right eye is edged towards a

Salleh Japar, Self-Portrait (1989) – Courtesy of T.K.Sabapathy
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A group picture of The Space, Hong Bee Warehouse (1992) – Courtesy of Koh Nguang How

Lee Wen, Journey of a Yellow Man No.13: Fragmented Bodies/Shifting Ground (1999) – Courtesy of Lee Wen

Re-visiting the Emergence of The Artists Village

Seng Yu Jin

urban environment that produced the conditions for
artists to re-examine existing values and traditions.9 Other
explanations for the emergence of TAV were located,
as part of larger international or regional trends such as
a “new form of internationalism in Southeast Asia” that
critiqued perceived outmoded modern techniques and
approaches.10

The Artists Village at 61-B Lorong Gambas – Courtesy of Koh Nguang How

The very conditions that allow art to come into
being … are themselves subjected to profound
historical forces and shifts… Our supreme task
is to understand these forces, their sources, their
genealogies and their enforcements in all particulars,
and through understanding, shape and direct them.
T.K. Sabapathy’s conference introduction at the Substation’s 3rd
SeptFest 1995, SeptFest Forums: Space, Spaces and Spacing.

Beyond Hagiographic Narratives
Art historians have tended to identify Da Wu as the
undisputed forerunner of the Artists Village who rooted
the “alternative” arts in Singapore,1 emphasizing his
inspirational role in attracting like-minded young artists to
The Artists Village (TAV) with his “issue-based work”2 that
dealt with social issues in local contexts, and his provision of
TAV’s physical space by converting a relative’s chicken farm
into a studio space at 61-B Lorong Gambas. In addition,
the tendency to highlight the fact that Da Wu received his
artistic education in London and were thus exposed to these
“new” mediums of artistic methods and expression overemphasises the emergence of TAV as a direct consequence
of western influences.
There exists a body of writings on TAV. Art historian T.K.
Sabapathy is one of the foremost writers on the history of
the “alternative” arts in Singapore. He traced the origins of
the history of the “alternative” arts to Cheo Chai-Hiang in the
early 1970s3 while crediting Tang Da Wu for establishing
TAV in 1987.4 Based on Sabapathy’s earlier writings, art
historians such as Kwok Kian Chow5 and Joanna Lee6 have
similarly attributed the emergence of TAV in terms of the
physical acquisition of space in Ulu Sembawang7 and the
coming of performance artist such as Tang Da Wu who
returned to Singapore in 1979 after almost twenty years
abroad. Susie Koay broke new ground when she explained
the emergence of TAV as confrontation towards a sense
of identity that was “felt to be missing in Singapore art”. 8
Working under different assumptions, Leong Pui Shan
identified and examined TAV within the context of changing

Although these arguments are not without basis, they
over-privilege artists as exclusive agents of change or rely
too much on external forces and influences to explain local
artistic developments to explain the emergence of TAV.
Much as Da Wu played a crucial role in establishing TAV, the
fact that there were other artists such as Cheo Chai Hiang
and Tan Teng Kee, who advocated similar shifts towards
performance and installation art but did not result in such
“new” art practices taking root in Singapore in the 1970s
show that focusing on artists as exclusive agents of change
to explain historical shifts is inadequate. In particular,
schools have tended to explain the emergence of the
“alternative” arts in Singapore as a sudden phenomenon,
often traced to Chai Hiang’s art education overseas or Da
Wu’s return to Singapore thus neglecting other important
historical forces and local social conditions that brought
about the emergence of TAV in the late 1980s. This essay
situates the emergence of The Artists Village as a product
of social, historical and artistic conditions in the 1980s
that were different from the 1970s when Chai Hiang and
Teng Kee and Da Wu were trying to push the boundaries of
artistic practices by showing how changing conditions for
art making in the 1980s provided spaces for ‘alternative’
art to exist and grow.13
Lawrence Alloway’s networks model provides a
conceptual model to understand the social, historical
and artistic conditions in which TAV emerged in 1988 by
exploring the tensions between “sites of negotiation”14
based on the “real struggles in the practice of art” within
the art world of Singapore as a “negotiated environment”.15
Alloway defines the art world as one that “includes works
of art and reproductions; critical, historical and informative
writing; galleries, museums, and private collections. It is a
sum of persons, objects, messages and ideas.”16 What is
clear from Alloway’s conception of the art world is that it is
highly complex where communication between the different
nodes that make up this art world as a network system is
emphasised.
The networks model is able to tolerate contingent and
incompatible events as it makes possible the recognition
of diverse histories, thereby providing a useful way of
coping with the heterogeneous and complex nature
of contemporary art in Singapore through inter-nodal
negotiations. However, it faces the problem of stasis as
the different nodes are assumed to be unchanging through
time. Therefore, a historical dimension is incorporated into
the networks model by tracing the art world as a network
system through time.17
The underlying theoretical foundation of the networks
model is pluralism that stresses on decentralization and
the undermining of hierarchies. The networks model
achieves this by focusing on inter-nodal negotiations, thus
emphasising tensions between nodes without subscribing
to the idea that one node can achieve complete domination
over the others. The networks model conceptualises the
Singapore art world as a “negotiated environment”,18
thus seeking to explain the “why” and “how” of art history
as a whole configuration of forces rooted in the realities
of artistic production. This study employs the networks
model to explain the emergence of The Artists Village in
the late 1980s within the dynamic network system of
multiple interrelated nodes in what French sociologist Pierre
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Bourdieu’s terms the field of cultural production, which
includes: The state and its ideologies, art education, cultural
discourse, the art market and the artists themselves.
The Winds of Change: The State and its Ideologies
After gaining independence in 1965, artistic study and
practices in Singapore remained very much the domain of
individual artists and private interests groups. The impact of
Singapore’s separation from Malaysia was a traumatic one
as it severed long-standing relationships and instituted a
need to develop fresh connections. In place of the void left
by the separation of Singapore from its Malayan identity
came a drive towards “modernization” that sought to dehistoricise and decontextualise Singapore. The penetration
of art into public discourse was couched in terms of
challenging the perceptions of Singapore as a “cultural
desert”,19 resisting the “cultural imperialism” of the West,
how Singapore needs to strengthen her own culture,20
the type of art to be encouraged21 and the use of art for
fostering regional ties.22 The then Minister for Culture, Mr.
Jek Yeun Thong who insisted that “culture comes after
other priorities”, best summarises the government’s scant
attention to the art world of Singapore in the 1960s and the
early 1970s.23 In its latent phase that was only beginning
to progress to the emerging phase, the state as a node
exerted relatively little influence and its negotiations with
other nodes were weak, leaving a void that was filled by
the artists themselves in the form of art societies such as
The Society of Chinese Artists (1935), The Singapore Art
Society (1949), The Malay Art Society (1949), The Modern
Art Society (1964) and others.
The opening of the National Museum Art Gallery (NMAG)
was a watershed as it provided a space for Singapore
artist to exhibit their works and indicated the state’s formal
recognition of their contributions.24 Most importantly, the
NMAG marked the start of the state’s management of
culture and its nodal development from the emergent phase
to the established phase by the 1980s. The increasing
negotiations between the state and artists were reflected by
the NMAG’s honouring of a selected group of artists with the
“Pioneer” artists status. The NMAG gave artists such as Liu
Kang, Chen Wen Hsi and Cheong Soo Pieng retrospective
exhibitions in 1981, 1982 and 1983 respectively, indicative
of the increasing influence the state has in its negotiations
with other nodes. The fact that the NMAG was initially set up
with a donation of 115 paintings by the late Dato Loke Wan
Tho also marked the start of close negotiations between
the state and commerce, strengthened by the setting up of
the Cultural Foundation in 1978 by the Ministry of Culture
to handle donations from corporations and the public at
large .
The state’s rapidly increasing influence on other nodes
in the 1980s was reflected in the increase in interest in art
as an industry. These developments culminated with the
much less quoted but equally important 1988 report by
the Committee on Visual Arts followed by the state-level
1989 Advisory Report on the Arts and Culture chaired
by the then Second Deputy Prime Minister Mr. Ong Teng
Cheong. Both reports professed generally similar aims.
The vision underlined by the 1989 report set the goals
of a “culturally vibrant society by 1999 with Singapore as
an “International centre for the arts”25 while the 1988 report
sought to develop Singapore in to a “gracious, cultured and
informed society”.26 Both reports also called for greater
state support for the arts.
The impact of increasing state influence on artistic
developments in the 1980s compared to the largely artist
driven art world of the 1960s and 1970s was felt in the
inflow of resources, concomitant with the annual growth

street parties in the late 1980s.
The inflow of state resources into the arts was a
contributing factor to the emergence of the alternative
arts. The changing ideology of the state that allowed the
space for the rooting and growth of alternative art forms
was equally if not more important. However, much as the
state was an important historical agent in the emergence of
the alternative arts, the significance of other agents needs
to be examined.
Critical Nodes: Art historical and Critical Writing
Art Historical, Critical Writing in the Mass Media
The art critical node in the 1950s and 1960s was
emergent through a dynamic art discourse with art historian
Michael Sullivan, Frank Sullivan, art critics such as Liu Kang,
Chen Chong Swee, Chia Wai Hon, Marco Hsu and Ann Talbot
Smith.39 The 1970s in comparison was a period where
historical and critical writing as a node in decline.40 This
situation was reflected in a Straits Times article lamenting
the lack of art critics to promote art in Singapore.41 Critics
who were active in the 1970s include Chia Wai Hon who
wrote art reviews, which Radio Singapore broadcasted
on a fort-nightly, five-minutes basis. Even this radio
programme was discontinued in 1972 and Chia went on
to write seminars, reviews and essays, focusing mostly
on art education rather than art history or criticism.42 The
1970s was a period where writings about art were scarce
and when it did appear, tended to be reviews of exhibitions
where the aim was to inform and provide biographies of
artists to the public as opposed to providing critical reviews
of the artists’ works.43
Art historical and critical writing as a node rejuvenated
in the 1980s with the return of T.K. Sabapathy, who was
a previous art history lecturer at the Universati Sains
Malaysia in Penang. Sabapathy returned to Singapore and
took up a lecturing position at the School of Architecture
at the National University of Singapore (NUS). It was also
during the 1980s that Sabapathy began to inject renewed
vigour into the art discourse of Singapore by writing for
The Straits Times in the early 1990s.44 Sabapathy was
also the first formally trained art historian who did his
postgraduate studies at the University of California Berkeley
and the University of London. Due in part to his academic
background, Sabapathy’s style of art criticism was a
mixture of criticism and history, explicitly expressed in a
newspaper article he wrote stating that “Criticism enhances
and publicises appreciation, thereby relating the artist to his
work, to his audience, and to history.”45 His rejuvenation
of a declining art historical and critical writing as a node
provided an environment that the “alternative” arts could
thrive in the late 1980s.

The Artists Village, Open Studio (1989) – Courtesy of Koh Nguang How

of the Singapore’s economy of around ten percent from
1985-89.27 In addition, the number of visual arts activities
organized by state institutions such as the Ministry
of Community and Development (MCD) was steadily
increasing from 157 visual arts exhibitions in 1985 to 219
by 1987. Visitors to exhibits increased concomitantly from
235,500 to 350,400 respectively.28 In 1987, the state also
showed its support for the visual arts by initiating a fiveyear scheme, purchasing artworks by Singaporean artists
for display at state buildings (e.g. MCD at a cost of $1.8
million).29 From 1985 to 1989, a steady increase in grants
to visual arts societies also reflected the trend of increasing
state financial support.30 However, despite increasing state
resources pouring into the arts, the combined budget for the
National Library, the Cultural Affairs Division and heritage
departments only totalled twenty-two million dollars or
0.2% of the National Budget in 1989.31 The NMAG was
also poorly endowed with merely $1,900,000 in 1989.32
Therefore, much as increasing state resources was being
poured into the visual arts, thus creating an increasingly
favourable environment for the arts in general, the shift
from largely artists’ initiatives to increasingly state initiatives
in the 1980s cannot account for the emergence of the

alternative arts and TAV alone.
Concomitant with the rise of state influence in the visual
arts was a shift in the cultural management of Singapore
by the state in the 1980s.33 Throughout the 1960s
and the early 1970s, a severe modernist aesthetic that
reflected the vigourous urban housing programme that
saw an estimated 86% of the population living in Housing
Development Board (HDB) flats by 1988 dominated the
state’s ideology.34 The state adopted the “rugged society”35
ideology based on economic progress with no “approving
talk of ‘Asian Values’”.36 Beginning from the late 1970s,
the state witnessed a change in its ideologies with the start
of the “Asian values” discourse that recognized the modern
relevance of tradition. The calls by the state for people
to be more outlandish and off beat37 in the late 1980s
reflected a shift by second generation political leaders led
by then Prime Minister Goh Chok Tong who envisioned a
“world-class” Singapore where its people “paint, write,
perform and visit art galleries”,38 which was a boon for
the “alternative” arts as the state began to encourage a
more “creative” society, reflected in the changing shape of
National Day Parades that morphed into “hip” Orchard Road
12

Sabapathy was not the only critic who supported TAV
through critical writings. T. Sasitharan, an art critic who
contributed occasionally to the Life! section of The Straits
Times was also a prominent voice in the art discourse. Like
Sabapathy, Sasitharan advocated for institutional support
for the experimental arts. He called for institutions such as
the MCD to buy or sponsor works from artists engaged in
the alternative arts and to break away from the monopoly
of painting.46
Besides Sabapathy and Sasitharan, a fresh crop of art
critics appeared in the likes of Lee Weng Choy, K.K. Goh and
Susie Wong with similar sympathies towards the alternative
arts. In addition, support from other artists outside the
alternative arts such as Iskandar Jalil, Brother Joseph
McNally and Ho Ho Ying began pouring in. In particular,
Lin Hsin Hsin described the young artists who engaged in
the alternative arts as “full of enthusiasm, experimental,
adventurous” thus lending critical support at the time when
the alternative arts was emerging and facing criticisms
from some established artists who were writing them off as
“self-indulgent amateurs.”47

Given that most writings on the arts were largely
transmitted to the public mediated by the media, the media
played a crucial part as a medium in which art information
is disseminated and received. Even respected newspapers
such as The Straits Times ran sensationalist articles with
headlines such as “Rage and Loathing at Artist’s Show”
that was filled with charges against Wong Shih Yaw’s
controversial paintings of a bloated woman pushing her
baby out of her womb as being “radical for the sake of being
radical” and “not the norm”.48 Faced with such public outcry,
it was up to critics like Sabapathy who defended the artists
and the exhibition, titled Two with a Cause by stating that
“Just because you don’t understand someone, it doesn’t
mean its evil. I don’t see any of their works as degrading,
or insulting to any aspect of man.”49 In Sabapathy’s review
of the same exhibition, he sought to educate the public by
explaining the principle aim of the show to produce “telling
images” where “man was absorbed into the process.”50
The support of critics such as Sabapathy and Sasitharan
was crucial in explaining the works of the artists to the
public, still unfamiliar with the raw and direct modes of
expression that characterized the alternative arts. However,
much as the resurgence in art critical and historical writings
was important, the impact created by the proliferation of art
competitions brought about by corporate patronage in the
1980s forms another node within the networks system that
requires a closer examination.
The Art Market from Top Down: Corporate Patronage
The relationship between art and commerce was not
a development exclusive to the 1980s. As Sabapathy
pointed out, art and commerce had a negative relationship
conceived as opposites before the 1980s, where the art
market was often accused of commodifying art.51 However,
the nature of that relationship changed in the 1980s and
was different from the 1960s and 1970s. The 1980s
witnessed a change where commerce began to play a
more constructive role other than merely being a process of
buying or selling artworks. Corporations became patrons by
fostering an environment of creativity and experimentation,
especially among the younger artists in the early 1980s.52
The networks model reveals and explores the negotiations
between the corporate patrons who sponsored the
proliferation of art competitions that began as an emerging
node in the early 1980s and its contribution towards the
later emergence and rooting of the alternative arts and the
emergence of TAV in the late 1980s.
The United Overseas Bank (UOB) initiated the first local
art competition by a corporation on a national level with
the UOB Painting of the Year Award in 1982. Shell followed
with the Annual Shell Discovery Art Competition in 1984,
and IBM launched its own IBM Art Award in 1987. The
unprecedented proliferation of art competitions within
a relatively short period of time come at a crucial time
in the early 1980s by infusing a “dynamic spirit”, which
generated a resurgence of self-confidence that resulted
in a variety of styles that were highly experimental. The
years from 1986 to 1988 were extremely crucial years as
a shift towards experimentation was recorded in the UOB
art award where the 1986 award saw an initially rejected
painting that depicted the back of a painting winning53 the
top prize.54 This reflected adventurous judging that favoured
unconventional themes. The following year witnessed a
record number of entries that were described as “quirky”
attempts at experimentation.55 More importantly, 1987 was
the year where young and struggling artists took centerstage at the Sixth UOB Painting of the Year competition
where Baet Yoke Kuan won with his mixed-media painting,
Man and Environment, Series 1.56
By 1987, the spirit of creativity and experimentation
in younger artists was reflected by Chia Wai Hon, one of
the judges of the UOB art competition who noted “the
willingness to try things for themselves [the young artists]”

and “a new vision where young unknowns try their hands
at different types of art forms and styles”.57 Following
trends set in previous years, some one third of the 455
paintings submitted were mixed-media in the 1988 UOB
art competition, which represented a shift away from the
traditional oil or acrylic paintings with the use of everyday
objects as art.58 Equally important was the accumulative
impact these art competitions had on the younger artists
as it provided them avenues to exhibit, display, sell their
works and raise their standards in the 1980s. The UOB,
for instance, displayed its winners at its many branches59
while IBM donated its winning paintings to the NMAG for
display.
The Artists Village and “Alterity”
This essay has shown how multiple historical agents,
their inter-nodal negotiations and the historical conditions
that have led to the emergence and rooting of the alternative
arts and the emergence of TAV in Singapore in the late
1980s. We will now examine the artists themselves as a
node, focusing on their artistic projects and artworks within
the network system of inter-nodal negotiations.
Although Chai Hiang and Teng Kee have been widely
acknowledged as the pioneers of the “alterative” arts in
the 1970s, the fact that “alternative” art practices that
only emerged and rooted itself in the late 1980s show
that the emergence of the “alternative” arts require
an examination of the artists who played a significant
role in exploring new ways of making and looking at
art. It was within this period that the Artists Village was
most significant in its involvement in the rootingof the
“alternative” arts, after which the history of TAV lies
outside the scope of this paper.
Artistic practices do not exist in a vacuum and TAV is
no exception. Much as TAV sought to establish itself as
an independent and “alternative” arts group, it became
increasingly clear that they were dependent on the state
for its emergence and later continued existence. It was the
state that ultimately allowed space for TAV’s emergence in
the late 1980s due to the concomitant shift in state ideology
towards creativity and innovation. Da Wu’s performance in
1990, titled North East Monsoon60 exemplifies the importance
of space that was accorded by the state. Dressed all in white
[representing the PAP], Da Wu cut the lawn near the NMAG
using grass cutters that resembled golf clubs signifying his
protest against the state’s plans to build a golf course at the
expense of a nature reserve. This performance thus carried
political overtones in its criticism of the government. Given
that his performance was staged with the support of the
NMAG despite his criticism of the government shows the
provision of space for experimental art.
When TAV was formed in 1988, the chicken farm was
already pending requisition by the state. In March 1990,
TAV was forced to relocate through the Land Acquisition
Act, which gave the state the authority to acquire privateowned land for redevelopment with compensation paid to
the owner. The forced re-location was to have a tremendous
impact on the Artists Village in 1990. Zai Kunning, a
founding member of the Artists Village revealed, “The
Artists Village died the moment we left the place at Lorong
Gambas. There are a lot of reasons: personal ones, political
ones, artistic ones…”61 Therefore, it is clear that the loss
of the Lorong Gambas space to the state in 1990, just four
years after its first appearance in 1987 showed not only
the importance of the state to the emergence of TAV but
also the inter-dependent and unequal negotiations between
the state and artists who were powerless in the face of the
state.
The relationship between the emergence of TAV and
commerce is a tenuous one, exemplified by Da Wu, who
said “ What of concepts, and showing concepts? These
concepts are unpolished, non-free-standing objects; yet
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they are still important and can be collected… I think that
whoever collects art here should pay more attention to the
kind of art I am talking about.”62 Although commerce was
clearly important in providing an environment that was
conducive for the Artists Village to emerge, Da Wu’s reaction
against the commercialisation of art that “pleases the eye or
to entertain”63 rather than to provoke thought demonstrates
the tensions between TAV and commerce. However, such
a situation of inter-nodal tensions did not mean that the
Artists Village was adversarial to commerce. In The Drawing
Show,64 the third exhibition put up by TAV in December
1989, some four hundred drawings from forty-eight artists,
some loosely affiliated with it reflected the continuing
relationship between TAV and commerce because drawings
sell better compared to the previous two exhibitions, the
first and second Open Studio, where more experimental art
such as performance and installation art took prominence.
Inter-nodal negotiations between TAV commerce though
tenuous, were crucial in explaining its emergence in the
late 1980s as sales from their artworks paid for their
expenses, which included rental amounting to twentydollars a month if the artists worked at TAV or fifty-dollars a
month if they stayed there, not considering other costs such
as living expenses and art materials. Therefore, inter-nodal
negotiations between TAV, the art market and the public are
crucial factors that help to explain its emergence.
Interactions between TAV and the mass media were both
a boon and burden. On one hand, newspaper reports were
crucial in publicizing TAV when it was most needed e.g.
during its emergence, but also tended to sensationalise
it on the other. For example, a newspaper headline from
The Straits Times, which read Self –Indulgent Amateurs or
Innovators?,65 tended to portray TAV as a spectacle due to
their adoption of art forms generally alien to the public with
little explanation of what these alternative art forms entail
artistically while other articles such as Village Artists66 from
the same newspaper provided an in-depth explanation of the
artists and their works. However, the overall impact of the
media’s coverage of TAV translated to increased publicity,
reflected in the strong turn-out of almost five-hundred
people, who made a trip to Ulu Sembawang, one of the last
rural areas in Singapore, to view TAV’s first Open Studio
Show in 1989. This was even followed by school education
visits to it by students from Toa Payoh Kindergarten67 in
1989 to experience the processes of art making. Therefore,
much as the media’s coverage of the TAV hovered on
sensationalism, it aroused the public’s curiosity. The
media aided TAV in its emergence by giving much needed
encouragement from the better-than-expected response
from the public at a time when support was most sorely
needed, which TAV acknowledged by holding the 2nd Open
Studio Show just four months later in May 1989.
The Festival of Arts Singapore (FOA), which has evolved
into one of the most important arts event today provides an
example of inter-nodal negotiations between the tripartite of
state institutions, commerce and the artists that facilitated
an environment that was conducive for TAV to emerge and
establish themselves in the late 1980s. Initially a one-off
event in 1954, the FOA was revived by John K.B. Lim in
1975 and finally materialized in 1977. It turned out to be
a roaring success. By 1977, the FOA boasted over 1,300
participants with a sell-out on every one of the seven
nights.68 The rapidly growing FOA finally evolved into a
month-long event in1990 with both local and international
performances.69 The development of the FOA was a
watershed in the art history of Singapore as it signified
growing inter-nodal negotiations between state institutions
such as the Ministry of Education (MOE), Ministry of Culture,
Radio and Television Singapore, corporations such as Mobil
Oil, which was the initially the only sponsor for the arts event
but later expanded to include SIA, Singapore Pools, and the
artists themselves, who took part actively in the events.70
In the 1988 Festival of Arts, fringe events were introduced
providing space for Lim Poh Teck and Tang Mun Kit, both

members of TAV, featuring their installation art exhibition
called More Than 4 where they laid pieces of art from
Wisma Atria to Raffles City for people to step on.71 The
1988 FOA was particularly important for the emergence of
TAV as the FOA served its cause of promoting installation
and performance art because most of the artists involved
in the “alternative” arts were relatively young and lacked
exposure to the public not only in terms of their reputations
but their art form as well. Therefore, the 1988 FOA was
an excellent vehicle in eliciting public attention to their art.
Most importantly, the public response to this “new” artistic
medium during the 1988 FOA was encouraging, and this
was particularly important given that audience participation
is often a crucial part of the whole artistic process. TAV
was thus able to build not only their reputations but also
managed to educate the public to this “new” art form in a
relatively short period of time.
This essay has shown that inter-nodal negotiations
between the artists, state, public and commerce are
entangled, complex and most importantly, not necessarily
adversarial as TAV had shown willingness to use funds from
the state and corporations to gain a wider audience for
their art. Besides, TAV was not the only group of artists who
expressed themselves through performance and installation.
Salleh Japar, S. Chandrasekaran72 and Goh Ee Choo’s was
a concurrent group of artists who were contemporaries
to TAV with their landmark 1988 exhibition Trimuthi.73
They adopted experimental mediums of expression that
“transformed [sic] air art space into an energy space, a
stage where the cosmic happening of creation, destruction
and preservation which occurs in continuity and exists
side by side using multi[media] expressions in paintings,
sculptures, installations and performances”,74 thus reevaluating conventional processes of art making.
The fact that there were artists outside TAV engaging
in the “alternative” arts underline the importance of
other historical agents that played important roles in the
emergence of “alternative” art forms such as performance
and installation art. Their success was well described by
Susie Koay who said, “Call installations a fad or movement
but there is no doubt that they are getting attention. I find
more people attending openings when installations or
performances are mentioned in the invitation”.75 Clearly,
TAV had emerged through inter-nodal negotiations that
worked in synchrony, thus enabling it to play a significant
role in the rooting of an “alternative” art in Singapore.
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Tang Da Wu and Contemporary Art in Singapore
But for me it’s a very serious thing, it’s my art work in
front of the audience.
Tang Da Wu (2006)1

Modernity struggles against plurality, because plurality
and difference can upset and threaten comfortable
paradigms based on economic systems that seek
total management.
Tang Da Wu, “Life in a Tin”, undated photocopied handout, p. 2.

Throughout the 1980s and 90s Tang Da Wu has
played a leading role in the art scene of Southeast
Asia with Singapore as his base. By using innovative
ways of expression, such as street performance or
installations using everyday objects, and dealing with
timely social, environmental and human rights issues,
he cultivated new territories of artistic expression
which has never been seen before in Southeast Asia.
Meanwhile, Tang Da Wu’s activities and his works
attracted many provocative artists of the younger
generation. He called together these youngsters and
founded The Artists Village, a community bounded by
art, where they created works, performed and held
exhibitions together. Through these activities, he
continued to inspire and encourage younger artists.
“Tang Da Wu and His Works” (1999)2

Art and the Process of Art Making
The following words were found scribbled onto a postcard
produced by the Art Base Gallery in 1989 to advertise Tang
Da Wu’s Home Documentation (1989) show:
1) obsession with
carreer [sic] – success
spontaneity
poetry
anti-consumerism3

Tang’s work and influence significantly helped disrupt
abstract-modernist art practices in Singapore. Under his
influence, there was a return to figuration in painting, and
the figures he depicted oftentimes had a relation to nature
(in the form of animals); the images in his own painting
were said to be “brooding, violent and anguished”.5
Above all, Tang – in all the art forms he uses: performance
art, installation sculpture, painting and drawing –
seems concerned with the possibility of art as an active,
spontaneous and poetic process. The art-making process
is paramount. However, this art-making commitment is
not to a self-referential or autonomous aesthetic. His live
performances, for instance, engage with the world, and with
“everyday life”, a phrase Tang uses.6 The everyday for him
is also linked to ritual and to the spontaneous. In particular,
Tang has engaged with the topics of nature and landscape,
and man’s relation to them, along with the changes man
has wrought in both the natural and the cultural worlds.
While artwork such as painting can be bought and sold,
art making itself must remain poetic and not be reduced
simply to being only a commodity: it must “live”, and, if
possible, the audience for art should be able to participate
in the poetic process in a corporate creation of “meaning”
that connects with the warp and woof of the everyday. When
Tang practices performance as art, the art object becomes
“dematerialised” and is transferred to the subjective conduct
of art, a form of art usually referred to as “conceptualism”.
This freedom from a narrowly materialist art helps the artist
to respond to the changes he sees around him.
Art for Tang is also an open, pedagogical process, both for
the artist and for his audience: they, along with him, should
learn. This is in keeping with an “idea art” rather than an
“object art”, and he has been consistent and insistent
on this pedagogical thrust since at least 1980, when he
pronounced: “An artist should introduce to others what he
sees and learns of something. His works should provoke
thoughts….”7 By extension, art is also a communicative
process, allowing his performance work to respond to the
audience in front of him. However, he does not see art, in the
first instance, as being activism, as immediately attempting
to effect change: the central commitment must be to what
he calls “good art” – it is that, then, that can in turn become

These words offer us, in succinct form, the general
dimensions and concerns of his artistic work and indicate
his contribution to the development of contemporary art
practices in Singapore.
Tang was educated at the Birmingham Polytechnic School
of Fine Art, the St Martin’s School of Art and Goldsmiths
College, London. An early work he did in Singapore in 1979
– a sign of what was to come – was an environmental
artwork exhibition at the then-National Museum Art Gallery
of two sets of linens, one which he had hung in gullies at
Ang Mo Kio (then a public-housing development site), and
one which had circles (referring to the idea of infinity from
the Yi Jing, The Book of Changes) and imprinted red earth
on them. The Product of the Sun and Me and The Product of
the Rain and Me (1979-80), two parts of a larger exhibition
entitled Earthworks (1980), piqued curiosity among art
audiences – perhaps unsurprisingly for 1970’s Singapore.4
After living in England for some 20 years, Tang finally
returned to Singapore in 1987. He was the major figure
in and is regarded as the founder of an artists’ community
started in 1988 called The Artists Village, in what was then
a still-rural part of the island called Sembawang. The Village
became a centre of vigorous cultural re-invention and
artistic alterity. Many artists connected with the Village are
now among the city-state’s leading visual arts practitioners.

Tang Da Wu, The Rhino Drink (1989) – Courtesy of Koh Nguang How
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“a sharp needle that can prick you”.8 Thus, Tang disclaims
direct social or political intervention in his work, though
those dimensions are there. His social commentaries in his
later 1990’s workshop projects on the war-time memories
of the Japanese Occupation of Malaya and Singapore
(Tapioca Friendship Project, 1994-96) and the problems of
modernisation on the environment in terms of the production
of tin in colonial Malaya (Life in a Tin, 1997), he maintains,
remain secondary to the communicative process, and, as
noted, whatever the issues may be at hand can only be
seriously addressed when communication is enabled. The
art process is also a “thinking” procedure.
What is Tang Da Wu then? He and his very body are a
medium for art itself – but not, he says, in a shamanistic
way, as that entails a loss of control and, by implication, a
descent into the irrational. The intuitive, though, is important
to his larger engagement with art making. Tang has said
that spontaneity and intuition go together: ideas can change
and lose their freshness, and it is intuition that can lead one
to the new. The open attitude towards the intuitive accounts
for what at times seems to be deliberately unintellectual
(though not anti-intellectual) self-statements on his artistic
practices. In response to performance artist Lee Wen’s
question regarding the “meaning” of Tang’s performances
in Singapore in 1982 at the Nanyang Academy of Fine Arts,
the LaSalle College of Art9 and the National Museum Art
Gallery, Tang replies: “You[, the artist,] are not making a
message. It’s an ability to respond to an audience. I would
say that is the first thing.”10 The audiences in 1982 did
say to him, he recalled, “Oh, it’s like [you are a] tang kee
(in Teochew Chinese dialect: medium or shaman).” Lee
Wen asks, “What was your response to that?”, to which
Tang responds: “Yah, you can read it that way. Why not?”11
However, he adds that while intuition mattered, art itself
was not a vitalist force that takes over his body: “I was quite
aware of myself and the audience.”12 That is to say, he is
still in control even if what he is doing is not an entirely
rational act.
Artist Cheo Chai Hiang has written that Tang “returned
to Singapore with a conceptual framework informed by
[Joseph] Beuys [1921-86] and [Marcel] Duchamp [18871968]”.13 Beuys was a German artist famous for his public

performances with strong ritualistic dimensions, and who
believed in the power of human creativity. Beuys’ very own
work was probably influenced by Duchamp’s idea of the
“readymade”, a term the latter invented in 1915. Earlier, in
1913, Duchamp had mounted a bicycle wheel art. Assembled
readymades derive significance from the designation placed
upon it by the artist. The idea of dignifying ordinary industrial
objects in this way was originally a stunning challenge to the
accepted distinction between what was “art” and “non-art”.
Tang clearly is influenced by both Beuys and Duchamp, but
adapts their ideas for his own inimical purposes.
Art, for Tang, becomes a literally embodied set of
processes; spontaneity and also “play” – a word that is part
of his artistic vocabulary – become part of this processpreferred notion of art. Performance art, for him, becomes
the best expression for a communicative art, as that form
requires an audience with whom the artist can interact –
and it is to Tang’s performance art that we now proceed.
Art and the Everyday
One of the main challenges about studying performance
art is that it is ephemeral. This quality is valued because
the performance then cannot be turned into an object –
but it also poses a problem as to how one can critically
engage with it, if one was not present at the event. Then,
the fleeting “event-ness” becomes truly fleeting. Journalist
T. Sasitharan was present at Tang’s They Poach the Rhino
and Chop Off His Horn to Make This Drink (1989-91), a
one-man show in the Room of the Early Pioneers at the
National Museum Art Gallery on Saturday, 13 May 1989.
Sasitharan offers us a careful account that gives insight into
both Tang’s charismatic physical and theatrical presence,
and the embodied nature of his art. Unless we have a fair
sense of the actions in Tang’s performance, we may only
have not-quite-revealing synopses of his art performances. 14
The rhinoceros horn, in Chinese culture, was believed to
be able counter fever, and parts of the horn are infused into
drinks which when drunk will impart this medicinal quality.
This belief has contributed towards the near extinction of
the rhino. In the room in the gallery, filled with more than
100 observers, is a large paper rhino, built over wire mesh
that gives the fragile sculpture its shape, lying on the floor,
as if felled by a poacher. The horn is missing. The fragile
appearance of the sculpture may reflect the poor situation
the rhino is in. Next to the spot where the horn should be
on the rhino is a white axe, and starting from the spot of the
missing horn is a formation of bottled Chinese medicine,
placed next to each other, and these bottles spiral outwards
from the prone rhino, going around it for three layers. The
bottles suggest the cause of the rhino’s demise. “At first,
the audience skirted around [the installation …], granting
it the status and sanctity of art objects. […] Then slowly
they began relating to it, picking up bottles and reading the
labels.”
The artist enters, a half-hour later than advertised.
“Using a hand puppet of a small furry mammal, he
brought us through the process of confronting the horror
and grieving the loss [of the rhino].” Initially, Tang moves
amidst the spiralling line formed by the bottles. But then,
suddenly, he pushes away the axe aside, and creates an
altar next to the missing horn: “The grief was expressed
as Chinese ritual mourning, with red candles, joss-paper
and joss-sticks. Even though we were all responsible,
Chinese culture, in perpetuating the [medicinal] myth, was
particularly culpable.”
Tang moves to a blackboard to draw the rhino, but he
cannot go on, and instead erases the picture and writes tersely
of facts related to the rhino’s disappearance. Wordlessly, “he
next enacted the butchery of the poachers. But using the
dismembered horn, with contained tension, he tipped over
every single bottle, destroying the [spiralling] pattern within
which the animal was trapped and slaughtered”. After this,
Tang speaks to the audience, telling them that he became

aware of the problem through a television programme,
adding that “Singapore, with its Chinese population, was
the ideal place for the performance”. Finally, Sasitharan’s
judgement: “What we witnessed on Saturday was unique.
The performances which follow [after Tang’s] will never be
the same. This is truly an art written on the wind.”

[…] Tigers and rhinoceros they are all the Chinese myths,

While Tang had researched and thought through what
he wanted to present, and prepared an installation that
he would interact with, the installation sculpture does not
come “alive” fully until the performance begins. The late
appearance of the artist himself allows the audience to
initiate some hesitant yet also bold steps to start to break
down the barriers between the formal art objects (the
bottles, the axe) and themselves; once they are able to pick
up the materials and examine them – actions not possible
in an art museum, where the painting or sculpture will be
on separated, static display – they are then actually better
prepared for the performance that will follow.
When Tang finally appears, he has some idea of what
he would like to do, but – as in theatre – he nuances his
presentation in relation to audience responses.15 At the
same time, there is no doubt from Sasitharan’s account
that the artist exerts a charismatic grip on the audience,
and draws them into the ritualistic remembrance of the
animal and the “soul” that has been lost. The usage of
Chinese ritual and ritual material common in Singapore –
the joss sticks, the fake paper money that is burnt for one’s
departed forbears – connects to an everyday familiarity to
suggest that the issue at hand regarding the demise of
animals is not as far removed from the audience as they
might think. What further emerges here is the “local-ness”
of the artwork: though some of the conceptual inspiration
may be Euro-American in origin, the performance remains
rooted in local and translocal Chinese custom. Tang
effects an internal critique of “Chinese-ness” that he,
as a Chinese-educated artist, was particularly suited to
undertake. An implicit query for the audience is whether
they should receive their cultural norms unquestioningly.
And yet, despite cultural specificity, the piece also offers
a more universal gesture, as the question of how humanity
in general may use animals is brought up. The pedagogical
scope of the work manages to be both specific and broad.
Another performance that can be considered here – one
of Tang’s best known – is Tiger’s Whip (1991). As with They
Poach the Rhino, it is also indicative of his general artistic
approach, though this work is inflected more clearly with a
daring in-your-face sense of “play” that reveals the humour
he can bring to bear in his work. This performance dealt
with animals and Chinese culture again. The Tiger’s whip
– a euphemism for its penis – is an aphrodisiac in Chinese
culture, and is a medicinal product that can be bought from
Chinese medicine shops. As with They Poach the Rhino,
specific cultural and “green” themes are combined in Tiger’s
Whip. The installation and performance was a follow-up to
the rhino event.
Tang prepared ten life-sized tigers made from wire mesh
covered with white cloth. Many of the tigers are depicted as
running towards a large, ornate, canopy-covered bed. A tiger
is actually in the bed, illustrating the return of a tiger ghost
to haunt the aphrodisiac users. Tang – dressed in simple,
white, pseudo-ceremonial robes, in keeping with the idea of
ritual and daily life – moved in and out of this installation. He
also incorporated drawings into the performance.
This time, Tang took the performance out of the museum
space and had the temerity to take it right into the heart of
Singapore’s historic Chinatown, where art truly took place
amidst the everyday cultural zone it was engaging with.
One of the performances was staged at Keong Siak Street,
a narrow road that had both Chinese medicine shops and
brothels lining it.16 Tang’s own recounting of aspects of his
performance is remarkable in many ways, and worthwhile
quoting at some length:
17

Tang Da Wu, Untitled (Axe), 1991

the ridiculous myths. And I like to play with it and I like
to bring this to the most appropriate place and perform it
there which are the Chinese medicine shops in Chinatown.
[…] In the morning I go to all these shops to invite them
to come and see my performance. They thought I am
one of them, like a medicine man in the street, bang your
gong and everyone come and see my medicine. But, on
the contrary, they see me as a different one, an opposition
to them. I enjoy making fun like that, teasing, let everyone
rethink again these myths. And the strategy, it’s funny and
enjoyable for me. […]
After I set up [the installations], I left the whole set there
for a long time, for people to watch and to wonder what’s
going to happen before I perform. [… M]any people talked
to me. I said wait and see, there’s the bed, to sleep and
to make love. There are many tigers around watching and
there is going to be a drama happening later. Well, Keong
Siak Street is a central working place of sex houses. I don’t
criticise that, but just asking, is that appropriate activity.
So, yeah, there I tell my story about the myth of the Tiger’s
penis.17
As with They Poach the Rhino, the preparatory work
before the event proper has been careful, but even more
than the previous rhino event, the barrier between “high art”
and an audience of ordinary people without necessarily any
idea of museum art to begin with is broken down. The artist
himself becomes a sort of agent provocateur who invites
suitable people down to the event, so that a pedagogical
process may transpire between them and he, though
the chance existed that this event could turn out to be a
confrontation. However, Tang’s sense of delightful irony and
spontaneous playfulness possibly may offset the possible
sharpness of a confrontation – even as the same sense of
irony highlights the juxtaposition of life/death and sexuality/
sexual desire together on Keong Siak Street, though he says
he does not “criticise” that conjuncture. As with They Poach
the Rhino, the installations are left on show for a while,
before the commencement of the performance so that
ordinary people passing by may be drawn to the installation
and perhaps stay for the art experience to follow. Tang may
believe that art and daily life to be ritualistic and serious
matters, but the playfulness of such conceptions remove
any portentousness to the “high” cultural experience to
follow in the quotidian world. Taken together, They Poach
the Rhino and Tiger’s Whip show a keen artistic sensibility

messages were exchanged between the Singaporean and
Japanese children. Public memory may be necessary, but
so is forgiveness and reconciliation. The project concluded
in Nanao, Japan, where Tang created two granite sculptures
of tapioca, one of which bears the text: “One root one
human race.”
While, in some respects, there seem to be “products”
from this set of tapioca workshops – the tapioca prints that
are exchanged between children of the two countries and
the granite sculptures – in other respects, the workshops
retain that will-o’-the-wisp quality of individual performance
art in that what Tang aims for here is a community art that
creates community itself in the art-making procedures that
occur. The pedagogical imprint remains strong in Tang’s
workshop art: “My starting point [for art making] is to meet
people. […] Whenever possible, I will go to you and talk
about your culture, tradition and life in this place[, Fukuoka,
Japan]. And gradually we will develop something. I don’t
know what. […] Again, this may not be my 100% personal
work. It may be everybody’s work together.”21
Tang Da Wu and the Emergence of the Contemporary
Arts in Singapore
Tang is often referred to as a conceptual artist because
of his anti-commodity notions of art and the dematerialised
nature of his performance art practice. The Thai art historian
and curator Apinan Poshyananda, for example, refers to
him as one of a set of important Southeast Asian artists
who have “received attention for their attempt to redefine
conceptualism in terms of local/global contextualizations”;
the “local” re-contextualisation of Western conceptualism
for Apinan is manifested in Tang’s “installations and
performances [in the late 1980s and early 1990s that]
reexamine[d] Chinese traditions and myths surrounding the
eating of animal parts as an aphrodisiac”.22

Tang Da Wu, Tiger’s Whip (1991)

Conceptual art – as it is generally taken – attempted
to rework the viewer’s relationship to the art object by
challenging the autonomous value placed on objects, as
such apparently inherent artistic values were culturally
derived. Conceptual art also “privileged linguistic,
informational, and philosophical systems over materialist
modes of production, making communication, performance,
documentation, process, actions, and the world outside the
studio part of the intensive phenomenology of process”,23
as Nigerian curator Okwui Enwezor summarises it. Certainly,
Tang’s artistic orientations match many of the points listed
here, as does the work of his younger colleagues in the
Artists Village community of the late 1980s, such as Vincent
Leow, Lee Wen, Wong Shih Yaw, Zai Kuning and Amanda
Heng. But does this then make these Singapore artists
simply derivative Southeast Asian conceptualists?

Tang Da Wu, Dancing UV (1989) – Courtesy of Koh Nguang How

desirous on developing and improving the art process via
the breaking down of the barriers between art/performance
and life.
By the time we reach the late 1990s, what seems to
transpire is that Tang’s sense of what “performance”
and “communication” might mean expands and takes a
distinctive turn, when he no longer has an audience per se,
but instead workshop participants drawn directly
into learning and creating socio-cultural meaning with him.
The Fukuoka Asian Art Museum (FAAM) curator, Ushiroshoji
Masahiro,18 in an interview with Tang on the occasion of
his receiving the Fukuoka Art and Culture Prize in 1999,
asked about his newer “workshop” projects, in which he
no longer performed alone, but now involved others. Tang
responded: “There are times that I perform by myself. There
are times I perform with people. Quite often my audience
become performer as well. In the workshop [held at the
FAAM] the other day, I didn’t see any mischievous children.
I only saw very lively happening. […] Play. Playing is the
most important part of my work. And when I grow up I still
want to play.”19 Spontaneity, art making and the pedagogical

process are still important, and extended so that more
people – and not just the individual performance artist –
can become the medium for the artistic process. Among
the workshop projects that Tang conducted are: Tapioca
Friendship Project (1995-96), Tapioca Prints by the Children
of Southeast Asia and Japan (1994-96), Life in a Tin (199599) and Rubber Road No U-Turn (1996).
The Tapioca Friendship Project took place with
schoolchildren in schools in Singapore and in Japan.20
Tang starts the workshop by telling stories about how the
tapioca tuber was used as food in the years of the Japanese
Occupation of Malaya and Singapore, during the Second
World War. The Singapore children became sad and angry
at what he recounts, and the Japanese youth did not know
about the years of Occupation. There is then play with the
tapioca as material – it was put into a pot and cooked, and
eaten by the children. Play also took the form of making
personal ink stamps from the tapioca – the students were
able to transform the tuber into forms of self-expression.
The Singapore children initially made stamps that contained
recriminations regarding the war, but later, more personal
18

While Tang’s work definitely draws upon Euro-American
conceptual currents, I have already noted that Tang paints,
as did Leow and Wong even in their early years, when
they experimented with performance art forms.24 Tang
and these other contemporary Singapore artists did not
decisively break from historical visual art forms and visual
apperception – nor did they wish to; instead, they became
provocateurs of painting through (in Leow and Wong’s
case) edgy explorations of sexual identity and confusion,
and extreme states of minds.25 Moreover, Tang also does
not see art making primarily as cultural and political
activity, as is the case with the origins of conceptual art
in the USA in the late 1960s. Finally, Tang, and the artists
associated with him, did not challenge the museum system,
though the museum was seen by US conceptual artists to
have a covert role in entrenching the importance of the
fetishised (and thus commodified) modernist art object.
The modern or contemporary art museums in the citystate barely existed when the Artists Village was set up in
1988. The Singapore Art Museum, for instance, only came
into existence in 1996. Singapore is not unique in being a
postcolonial society where its historical arts infrastructure

did not (and could not) even begin to match that of the
established metropolitan centres. In general, Tang sees
that state-supported art institutions have an important role
in fostering local interest in the arts.26 In order to start to
have an understanding of the significance of Singapore
contemporary art – and why it was “contemporary” – it
is important to try to gain a stronger understanding of the
conditions and context of its “arrival”.
In Singapore, I take the 1980s to be the decade when
the “contemporary” emerged fully – though at this juncture,
it is not entirely apparent as to how the international socioeconomic context of that decade might have facilitated the
transition from what might be best described as “modernist
art” to “contemporary art”. The arts in general (and not only
the visual arts) became important means for exploring a
multilayered set of identity questions in which the “West”
was part of a multifaceted set of relocalised ideas of “Asian”
Singapore, as the People’s Action Party (PAP) government
moved away from the language of universal modernisation,
used in the 1960s, towards a discourse on “Asian values”
(really “Confucianist” values) and how that enabled a
supposed Asian modernity common to the Little Tiger
economies to come about. Such a claim for the possibility of
an Asia with truly modernised traditions would have seemed
untenable to that same government in the 1960s and 70s.
Despite this state rhetoric, though, intense modernisation
carried on, as Singapore moved to upgrade its financial
service and export-oriented industrial capacities.27
By the late 1990s, various contemporary art forms
thought of as marginal or liminal – postmodern theatre
that experimented with “devised” drama and explored
multicultural, local and regional-historical and gendered
identities; a visual arts scene that experimented with similar
themes through the media of installation, performance
and a renewed interest in figuration, and manifesting a
consciousness of environmental, social and gender matters
– became, effectively, dominant art forms. This is surprising
because in the early 1980s, bland or apolitical modernist
art had been the norm. By the 1990s, artistic investigations
in independent film also covered the nature of local life
in the vast socialist-style, modernist public-housing
estates. As cultural critic Fredric Jameson has noted,
“a tendentially more complete modernization in fact
generates not [artistic] modernism but postmodernism”.28
Art historian T. K. Sabapathy’s take on the state’s
post-independence modernising and socio-culturally
homogenising policies is that state-led developments
transformed enough of the previously existing forms of
multicultural life such that the developments (ironically)
“facilitated” – arguably almost forced – the newer art
movements to come about, with emergent explorations in
cultural identity and related issues:
During the 1970s and 1980s, an entirely new
urban form [in the form of extensive modernist
public-housing estates composed of monolithic,
slab-like blocks] and system was [sic] built [… and]
designed to ensure rapid economic growth and
generate continuing economic wealth. […] The earlier
foundations on which social and familial connections
had been built were irreversibly disrupted. Where once
there was a subtle network of extended relationships,
now there is a sense of separateness, anonymity and
estrangement. […] Such conditions propelled younger
generation artists to re-examine all that hitherto had
been assumed as given, including issues related
to the nature of art, and questions regarding the
self in relation to social, cultural and environmental
conditions.29
That is to say, unexpectedly, the attempt to force
everyone in the city-state forwards in the same direction
that PAP state took to represent “progress” led to newer
forms of cultural pluralism that challenged the existing,

constrictive, petit-bourgeois and therefore pragmatically
“philistine” socio-cultural norms the state valorised. Tang
Da Wu’s founding of the Artists Village was part of that
newer cultural emergence.
The conditions of contemporaneity led to the question,
“What is progressive art now?” Younger artists found that
the extant versions of local modern art in the 1980s, with
their abstract qualities, or nostalgic recollections of the
increasingly socio-culturally eviscerated and evacuated
Chinatown and the Singapore River – of a Singapore that
no longer existed as depicted – unable to respond to the
questions they were asking. “Contemporary art” in the
city-state thus became a container for a plurality of voices
desiring to think through various suppressed histories and/
or otherwise disregarded socio-cultural questions and lesspragmatic environment matters. The rethinking on modern
art that Tang Da Wu brought back with him from England
became the spark that set things off.30
Since then, though, the state has recognised that cultural
and artistic pluralism are part of what are needed to re-invent
Singapore from a modern but unifunctional “world city” with
a puritan work ethic into a multi-functional metropolis that
has the capacity to stage diverse specular and spectacular
high culture, given increased regional and international
competition from other aspirational world cities. The newly
minted Singapore Biennale in 2006 is but one part of this
ongoing re-invention.31 The creative and critical sociocultural energies that Tang Da Wu and the Artists Village
helped release in the 1980s are already in the process of
being contained and instrumentalised. Cultural progress –
perhaps inevitably – is racked with contradiction. While the
cultural infrastructure that is being put in place enables more
artistic opportunities for the city-state’s citizens then ever
before, the possibility now is that Singapore contemporary
art may become the multicultural and pluralistic decoration
inside the “lifestyle” infrastructures of a world city.32
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Art Interpreting Heritage
(Of Effacements, Pilgramages, Exhumations & Effigies)
Effacement: Fragments of History Replaced by Myth
National monuments are the accretion of national
history. When they are absent, national identity is
fragile1.
We live and orientate our present in the magnified past,
dwarfed by the extent history renames and marks us, and
the geographies in which we move. Our solar system where
we locate our own revolution is mapped by names like
Mars, Venus, Jupiter, Neptune, Pluto, Saturn. We take our
bearings from a universe that is ‘marked’ by ancient Roman
& Greek names of gods, heroes and villains – a universe
named for its analogy to those mythic, epic attributes.
Naming a site itself is an act tending towards
monumentalisation. In Singapore, our topography is inscribed
and reinscribed by a variety of culturally different toponyms
from pre-1819 Singapore to British Singapore. Seletar
Airbase is a good example of a relocated, reterritorialised
mini-London, complete with its own Haymarket, Hyde Park
Gate and Piccadilly Circus.
Monuments are anachronistic objects. They mark the
presence of the past in the present, marking absence and
re-placing memory with tangible, highly visible symbolic
materiality, thus making ‘forgetting’ less inevitable.
Monuments make familiar the past. That we have so
little physical and architectural evidence of pre-modern
Singapore is a loss to our collective heritage. Most, if not
all, of what we have inherited as monuments is of colonial
heritage. One of the most significant of which marks the
moment of Singapore’s colonial founding – the white
polymarble statue of Sir Stamford Raffles, erected in 1972,
serene on his pedestal in the iconic pose of ‘Foundersurveying-future-prospects’. The original bronze statue,
designed by T. Woolner, from which this statue was cast,
commemorated the Queen Victoria Golden Jubilee and
was unveiled on 27 June 1887 at its original site on the
Padang. This was moved to its present site in 1919 to mark
Singapore’s centenary2. But sites too, not just events, can
be commemorated.
The Merlion, though, is a peculiarly Singaporean icon,
but more importantly, the site it occupies is especially
significant. This is where the enigmatic “Singapore Stone”
used to be. In his journal, John Crawfurd writes:
On the stony point which forms the western side of
the entrance of the salt creek, on which the modern
town of Singapore is building, there was discovered
two years ago, a tolerably hard block of sand-stone,
with an inscription upon it. […] The stone, in shape,
is a rude mass, and formed on the one-half of a great
nodule broken into two nearly equal parts by artificial
means; for the two portions now face each other,
separated at the base by a distance of not more than
two feet and a half, and reclining opposite to each
other at an angle of about forty degrees. It is upon the
inner surface of the stone that the inscription is
engraved3.
Apparently, the inscription was already quite eroded then.
But it was not just tidal erosion that rendered the inscription
indecipherable. In 1843, ‘wanton destruction4’ of the site
to build a military installation resulted in the Stone being
blown up into fragments. To date, there has been no way
to ascertain the identity of the language of the inscriptions,
let alone decipher it.

Susie Lingham

And in its place stands the Merlion. Yet, monuments
are built to different agendas. What past, what event,
for instance, does the huge Merlion in the Merlion Park
commemorate? An imagined, mythic past? An auspicious
future? How does this icon of Singapore contribute to
a sense of history or “national identity”? As an emblem,
what are the incredulous qualities of this fabulous beast
that we seek to identify with? Its improbability? Yet it is no
more improbable an icon than the Egyptian Sphinx guarding
the Giza Plain. But unlike the Sphinx, which has become,
over the centuries, an idiosyncratically Egyptian image and
an inevitable tourist attraction, the Merlion was, from its
inception, constructed to perform as a commodified image.

realized? Most of the audience consisted of local artists
(AIM participants amongst them), academics and writers
who were informed of the events. Not many of the desired
‘General Public’ came by. This presents, ironically, the
problem of solipsism, especially as the performances were
meant to be for the public, hence their location in public
spaces. However, to a certain extent, this was addressed
retrospectively by the exhibition of the documentation of
AIM at The Substation Gallery. In a sense, this exhibition
resonated with the ideology of monument erection: the
events were ‘commemorated’ through video documentation
and photocopies of photographic ‘evidence’, blown up and
assembled into colossal images on the walls.

It is difficult, but not impossible, to interpret heritage
in the face of effacement and fragmentation. As John N.
Miksic says:

Pilgramges: 22 July 2000, Raffles Landing Site

If we somehow manage to recover the information
which was lost when the Singapore Stone was blown
up, we might find out whether and by whom Singapore
was inhabited before the fourteenth century, and why
they chose to erect a monument at the mouth of the
Singapore River5.
In Singapore, the quest for “national identity” – which
is inherently an artificial construct – remains dubious
and fragile, exaggerated by such losses and an anxiety to
replace this sense of ‘obscurity’ by claiming the moment of
colonialist recognition of its existence and worth as the only
point of its coming into significance.
Artists Investigating Monuments: An Investigation
Artists lnvestigating Monuments (AIM) is a series of
events organized by The Artists’ Village with the objective
of inviting artists’ responses to existing monuments and
heritage sites and was ongoing from 22 July to 26 August
2000. The project’s name declares its intended process
and method of approach towards the issue at hand, i.e., an
investigation of monuments.
This implies a certain examination, an interrogation; a
certain pursuit of the subject of monuments – whether as
a general concept, or of the specific meanings invested in
specified monuments. It implies an inquiry into site, location,
space. This could range from the historical, physical, social,
and psychological constructions of space, in space. It
implies, perhaps, a drive towards a deconstruction of the
meanings invested in the monuments under investigation: a
drive to negotiate, deconstruct, re-assemble, re-negotiate.
But what does it mean to ‘deconstruct’ the significance of
a monument?
Considering that monuments are permanent
representations of events, or the permanent
commemoration of a significant site, it was interesting that
most of the investigations at both sites were performances
or performative in nature: events that worked in defiance
of the permanence of the monuments. Yet in these fleeting
encounters, perceptions of the monuments may have been
affected. How long these interjections remain in public
memory is another matter.
Anyone engaging in public art must consider, together
with the significance of the chosen site, the fact that, as in
Jerzy Grotowski’s notion, the site itself ‘casts’ an audience.
In the case of the project AIM, the ‘monuments’ were the
stage and/or props, and the intention was to cast the
‘General Public’ as its audience. How far was this intention
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   The Raffles Landing Site where the white polymarble
statue of Sir Stamford Raffles stands on the Singapore
River was where the first series of “investigations” were
performed. Here, we take the mind’s eye on a retrospective
tour of the events on location.
Performance artist Lee Wen had a prefabricated
scaffolding constructed next to the statue, which appeared
designed to raise anyone (who climbed up) to Raffles’ eyelevel. However, this was not so: Raffles was built somewhat
larger-than-life and it was apparent that you still had to look
up to look Raffles in the eye. This emphasized the statue’s
monumentality rather than bridged the distance between
monumental and human scales. But the functions of the
scaffold were manifold. Visually, it presented a sense of
uncertainty and change to the surroundings and the
statue. It rose into the air on its metal joints like impending
deconstruction, or reconstruction. The artist invited anyone
to come up with him to have a recorded conversation with
the monument. Given the body language of Raffles, frozen
and impassive, it could not have been anything but a onesided ‘dialogue’. But between participants and the artist,
there definitely were conversations, about and around
Raffles – the man and his monument. Lee Wen, who is
known for his “Yellow Man” performances where he paints
himself a significant yellow, said he deliberately decided
not to be “Yellow Man” for this event, as his unnatural
yellowness and iconic appearance would compromise the
exaggerated whiteness of the Raffles monument and locate
his critique about colonialism and monumentalism within
his own embodied performance, within his person, which
was why he opted for the “neutrality” of black, ordinary
streetwear.
What made this work truly engaging was the ‘raising’
of the ground up to the level of the base of the statue’s
pedestal through the scaffolding, creating, physically and
metaphorically, a platform for discourse. This seemed
to facilitate a bird’s-eye-view of the ground as well as
discourse on the monumental event of British colonialism
in Asia, during which Raffles, in one significant colonialist
moment, founded Singapore.
At the ground level, in a makeshift tent, looking rather
like archaeologists from another era, Dennis Tan and Woon
Tien Wei set up a heterotopic site of devotion to Raffles:
the “Spending Time With Raffles Club”. They canvassed
for membership in shirts that had the club’s insignia
embroidered on the breast pockets. Right at the foot of the
statue, this shrine to irony posed as a site of discovery. The
collaborators’ passionate research into the historical trivia
about the man Raffles was tongue-in-cheek and infectious,
performing as an excavation or exhumation of the body of
knowledge about this larger-than-life historical figure. They

even went on a ‘pilgrimage’ by hired boat to the Raffles
Lighthouse although they knew it was not possible to dock
and land on the little island (Pulau Satuma) itself without
the necessary license. Again, like Lee Wen’s platform, the
attempt to bridge the gap between one era and the next, the
past and the present, was thwarted.
On 26 August, Dennis and Tien went for a long walk:
starting at the Raffles Landing Site, thence to Raffles
City, Raffles Hotel and then back to the Landing Site. This
pilgrimage brought into sharp relief the fact that Raffles,
although apparently only having spent a total of ‘8 months,
3 weeks and 9 days’6 in Singapore, marked its topography
indelibly with his name. Like a pilgrimage to Mecca to
honour the Black Stone, Dennis and Tien’s pilgrimage
touched the ‘foundation stone’ of colonialism, which has
been assimilated into “national identity”. It commemorated
what is seen as a positive point of change, a moment which
is still being projected onto post-colonial buildings and
businesses through the naming process.
In “Having My Fair Share of that Cheese in His Land”,
Ben Phua, in the personae of an earless rat, painted his
face white in ‘operatic’ tradition. His movements, which
included a boat ride on the Singapore River, could be seen
as casting his net beyond the site, sourcing for a potential
‘audience’. Or casting for another audience. His reference
to the tale of the Pied Piper of Hamlyn and the rat menace
turned the site into a satirical backdrop, a comment on
Singapore as a city unable to repress its paranoia about the
‘threat’ of a proliferation of its very own ‘undesirables’. And,
perhaps, paranoid about its own repressions.
In another work around the site, Lam Hoi Lit and George
Chua choreographed their disapproval of the notions of
“colonialism” and “globalization” to a compact disc playing
Chinese instrumental music and an antique wind-up 78
gramophone playing ‘Smoke Gets in Your Eyes’. Their act
included, among other gestures, inflating and deflating
a blow-up world-globe and hitting and chasing cymbals,
which crashed regularly on the walkway. It seemed a bit
like guerilla activity carried out behind the statue’s back.
At one point during discussions before the performances,
George talked about splashing Coca-Cola at the Raffles
statue with the intention of “aiming to miss”. While the act
was not actually performed, this intention was coincident
with Jason Lim’s response. It marked the need to cast the
icon in the light of ‘effigy’, and yet not be empowered to find
it guilty for actual ‘punishment’.
Jason Lim’s impromptu performance was about
“confrontation with the statue”. He climbed up Lee Wen’s
scaffolding to do this. It was hilarious to watch, operating
in a mode of the burlesque. As he hurled abuse and
threats in English and Hokkien – and his rubber slippers
– at the monument, it did take on the role of the effigy. In
this political climate, the effigy as an object upon which
discontent and anger is displaced is virtually invisible here,
its absence being indicative of yet another repression of a
psychological outlet for emotive political dissent.
Talking about effigies, the work by Gordon Koh and Kng
Mian Tze, which was an installation of starched bodiless
clothes struggling to stand up, became, at one point, almost
effigy-like. During the course of his performance, George
mimicked various postures of these structures. Here,
and in the case of Jason responding to and through Lee
Wen’s scaffolding, as well as other later performances, the
artists seemed to be investigating each other’s process of
investigation rather than just the monuments themselves.
Whilst all this was happening, the National Day Parade
rehearsals were ongoing and there were moments of an
apparent transcendence as the fighter planes roared
overhead, streaming red fumes in the evening sky, which
lingered dramatically before dispersing. Somehow this
spectacular display was another point of ironic resonance
with the theme: ‘commemoration’ of monuments,

momentous events and monumental ideology.
Exhumation: 22 July 2000, The Abandoned Parliament
House
Formerly known as the Court House, Parliament
House is the oldest building in Singapore. The site
on which the building stands was occupied by the
Temenggong of Singapore and his followers in 1819,
but on 14 March 1823. Sir Stamford Raffles gave
orders for them to be removed to a new location at
Telok Blangah so that the area could be cleared for
government use7.
As twilight descended, Wilkie Tan’s video ‘ghost’, with the
help of a generator, appeared and disappeared rhythmically
on one of the walls of the now abandoned Parliament House.
This work, “Missed”, was one of the more sophisticated
engagements with the theme, where the wall, framed as
it was with wrought-iron grills, was the surface, the screen
on which the ‘ghost’ was projected. A man in pajamas,
indistinct and yet very present, roamed in his limited frame
restlessly, like an insomniac, unwilling to let go of the past,
lingering as a haunting reminder of individual, un-chronicled
life. Occasionally, the ghostly projection was released from
its wall-skin and wrapped itself for a brief moment around
the contours of a passing vehicle. The greenish-white glow
of the image echoed the lit-up clock face of the clocktower
which was very visible on the right. As the sound track of
the video was of a clock ticking, slowed down tremendously
into a grinding, ominous rhythm, it brought into immediate
focus the ideas of time, history and memory, accruing and
accumulating like dust.
12 August 2000: Merlion Park
The Merlion is intended to project an image of Singapore
to the rest of the world, as are the Eiffel Tower in Paris or
the Mermaid in Copenhagen8.
Of course, intentionality here must be questioned. The
Eiffel Tower’s status as ‘icon’ of Paris was perhaps more
inadvertent than intentional, quite unlike the Merlion. The
Merlion Park as a site is interesting, to say the least: two
Merlions have their backs to each other, the larger one
facing the sea and the much smaller one facing inwards.
The fact that there were artists from Indonesia involved in
this series of performances added another dimension to the
idea of “investigations”.
“A Lion King in ASEAN” was a ritualistic multidisciplinary
performance by Indonesian artists Agoes Jolly, S.S.
Listyowati, Fahmi Alatas and Iwan Wijono. It was quite
operatic in the deliberately choreographed movements and
carefully constructed props. It could be interpreted as an
allegory of Singapore’s desire to tower over its neighbours,
engaged in a monumental construction of identity and
pride on a national scale. There was allusion to the ‘Lion’
and ‘Lion City’ which is how Singapore identifies itself.
(Incidentally, Singapore attained independence in the month
of the zodiac sign Leo.) It was an appropriate site for this
investigation, especially since the Merlion is the emblem
of the Singapore Tourism Board, and the performance was
concerned with the strategies and effects of international
tourism in both Singapore and Indonesia. The performance
at this site was a response to Singapore’s development from
a fishing village to a metropolis. Significantly, this was the
ancient site of the “Singapore Stone” – and while it is still
impossible to determine its origin, its memory seems to link
Singapore today with pre-modern Singapore: its position
as an island amidst other islands, and its association
and interweaving in the history of Indonesia and Malaysia
throughout the Majapahit and Srivijayan eras.
For Agnes Yit’s “Depth-Surfaced, Pool Penetration”,
thirty huge slabs of ice – three truckloads full – each
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weighing at least sixty kilograms, were hauled out of the
back of the ice-truck and set into place on the ground as
a low platform, whereupon Agnes performed precariously
on ice-skates. She poured glitter dust on the ice surface
as she moved gingerly, making a sentence that gradually
read: “The point of meeting is the point of consciousness”.
A reference, perhaps, to monuments being a rendezvous
between history and memory? Ironically, ice on this scale is
monumental, but it is also only a temporary monumentality.
Surprisingly though, perhaps because it was a grey rainy
day, the ice was fairly resistant to melting and by the end
of the day, the investigating artists were obliged to literally
exercise/exorcise any latent iconoclastic desires they may
have cherished towards Agnes’ monument. The ice was
laboriously broken up and dropped into the sea where it
was re-absorbed, leaving no trace of its existence. It was a
poignant reminder that so much of Singapore’s pre-modern
history remains evidence-elusive because architectural and
other materials used were perishable, and did perish. It
also seemed solipsistic that so much performative effort
was witnessed by only very few observers.
“Move Your Mind Into My Body” by Iwan Wijono in
collaboration with Lam Hoi Lit, was a complex set-up
designed to provoke response and to cast for a participatory
rather than an observational audience. Dressed up in a
suit made of rubber slippers, Iwan requested audience
interaction – and at the Merlion Park, again the audience
was mostly made up of local artists, academics and writers.
His strategy was similar to some feminist performances in
the 1970s and 1980s in Europe and America, which set
up challenges to test socially learnt limits of expression
or repression. Embodying a certain abject aspect of the
‘alien’, he invited the audience to pick up any object and
tell him what to do with it. Admittedly, this was provocative
and invariably seemed to invoke the ‘mischievous’ mode of
‘play’ amongst children. As a result there was a somewhat
problematic series of requests that generally cast him into
the role of the good-natured, eager-to-please clown. He
commented later that it appeared from the nature of the
responses, that Singaporeans seemed to “want my mind to
be object rather than subject”. During the performance, the
little Merlion suffered some loss of dignity maybe because
it lacked the protection of ‘monumentality’. It became
props for the ‘clown act’ with requests for an umbrella to
be placed on its head (it was a rainy day), etc. What this
series of actions and reactions served to expose/investigate
was perhaps the lack of political awareness amongst the
Singapore artists of Singapore’s positionality in its Southeast
Asian context. It could have been a question of political
correctness or rather, incorrectness, but the mischievous
innocence was quite bizarre, and painful to observe. This
time, the Merlion and the ‘disguised’ performer took on the
role of ‘effigy’.
‘Punishments in Effigy’9
While the AIM performances and installations were
called investigations, most did not appear to be iconoclastic.
Rather, they seemed to contextualize a certain iconophobia,
which often precedes iconoclasm. The artists seemed to
be embarking on a desire to deconstruct in order to rediscover another, new historical context.
The effigy, while sharing physical characteristics with the
venerated monument – like enlargement, transcendence,
a certain bordering on exaggeration – has an altogether
different function from the monument. The monument
takes its monumentality seriously. The effigy is literally a
laughing stock. It is a caricature of whatever it is intended
to represent. Its iconic state is forged in the negative,
attaining monumental abjectness. It is monumental but only
momentarily. Constructed with quick destruction mapped
into its blueprint, this satirical aggrandizement is essential
if destruction is to be spectacular, total, undeniable. It is
affective because it is empowering to have the jurisdiction

to destroy any representation of oppression. A psychological
defense, attack, or offense? It is also of the utmost necessity
to parade the abject effigy to garner public condemnation
so as to justify its symbolic destruction. In Singapore, the
only time effigies are burnt are at Chinese funerals, and
then only as a way of ‘translating’ or ‘transferring’ worldly
goods into the spiritual realm.
But this differs from the context of the effigy. Effigies
bear the transference of usually hostile public sentiment.
‘What the fabric of civilisation had achieved was to impose
its conventional code of manners that aims at taming
such manifestations of human savagery’. E.H. Gombrich
was referring to the burning of effigies and how the law
intervenes to control such emotive acts – intended to
dishonour or discredit someone or some power – by
meting out punishments like the order to make public
apologies, etc. Amorphous, shifting emotions are projected
into a tangible, destructible object, suitably ritualized into
becoming a worthy representation of what is intended to
be demonized, bedeviled and then rendered abject. It takes
on significance only to be stripped of it. In this sense, the
Raffles and the Merlion monuments were easy targets to
caricature. AIM did not, however, generate the process
of ‘collective projection’ – the public was not invited to
transfer their hostility or antagonisms onto these ‘effigyrepresentations’. Again, the nature of the exercise was
furtive, if not solipsistic. The artists seemed to gingerly
imbue these monuments with a certain negative significance
and then proceeded to demolish that, destroying their own
invested and investigated significance.
What was being ‘negotiated’ here? Perhaps that
very mutable sense of “national identity”, and a certain
iconophobia. To locate in order to dislocate in order to
relocate: this active interpretation of heritage is an act
of deterritorialization. For those who were witnesses,
the fleeting series of performances and installations had
subtly affected, if not altered, the ascribed significance and
permanence of the monuments. For while AIM inadvertently
commemorated the selected sites and monuments by
calling attention to them, its “investigations” has also
revealed the delicate moment between iconophobia and
iconoclasm and made manifest the unconscious process of
accruing significant moments in history. Like the projected
restlessness of Wilkie’s ‘ghost’, we are reminded to do
more than pace designated frames of colonial and mythic
reference, but to excavate for other sites to haunt.
Susie Lingham
November 2000
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Sustaining Alterity in the Times of R(v)apid Changes
‘Art is the only twin life has - its only valid metaphysics.
Art does not seek to describe but to enact.’
- Charles Olson1
In a major collection of essays, ‘The Open Work’, entitled
after a text written in 1962, Umberto Eco theorised that
the reader was free to interpret and read the book or
created work of art as they choose, regardless of authorial
“intentions”. In another essay, discussing the demise of
‘Gruppo 63’, a radical avant-garde group in Milan in the
1960s, he helped to form, he asserted that it was expected
such radical movements are short-lived, lasting at most
about five years as they gained acceptance, or members
become engrossed in individual destinies as they gained
maturity.2 The Artists Village has now existed longer than
the expected lifespan of avant-garde groups as contended
in Eco’s considered opinion however it is open to
interpretation whether the group played or continue to play
a radical role in offering an ‘alternative’ to the status quo.

paintings and sculptures or noisy tools like electric drills,
jackhammers and saws. At the same time the lackluster
galleries within a conservative art market in Singapore does
not have the guts, gumption nor good judgment to risk
exhibiting and endorsing works that go against the grain
nor edgy artists of difficult or daring dispositions.
After having lost the kampong location, The Artists Village
continued working in the spirit of facilitating and extending
the scarcity of spaces that allows the alternative practice of
sincere, searching and inventive experiments that reflect
the changes in our rapidly evolving society. In 1990 The
Artists Village participated in the Singapore Art Festival
under the proposed group project of C.A.R.E.: Concerned
Artists for the Environment. Tang Da Wu mooted this just
after the euphoric successes of The Drawing Show and
TIME Show, the last events held on the Ulu Sembawang
site. The C.A.R.E Project originally was conceived to be held
in the kampong, to provide a platform to present new works
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island city-state. The Space in 1992 occupied a disused
warehouse, with four floors of wide-open studio and gallery
spaces. Tour de Art Lah! in 1996 transformed a doubledecker bus into a roving gallery, A.I.M-Artists Investigating
Monuments (2001, made local monuments the focal
points of site-specific presentations by the artists, the
Pulau Ubin Project brought back memories of the familiar
yet missed fresh rustic open working environments of
old Ulu Sembawang. Offshoot separate establishments
were setup to initiate autonomous exhibition spaces and
collaborative networks. Jason Lim, Yvonne Lee and Vincent
Leow initiated U.T.O.P.I.A. (1995-6) a small shop space
gallery focused on featuring selected artists working in the
contemporary vein. Plastique Kinetic Worms (1998-2008)
ran as a gallery and residency venue in Little India. Others
like P-10, The Other House and Your Mother Gallery also
found Little India’s central location yet affordable spaces
appropriate for artists’ occupation. The latest addition being
Post-Museum and Food #3 initiated by Woon Tien Wei and
Jennifer Teo that runs not only a gallery space but also
offices, studios, residencies, and a vegetarian restaurant.
All these efforts had two main things in common: they were
initiated and operated with the participation of former or
current members of The Artists Village with passionate
aspirations and singular focus striving to create alternative
autonomous platforms that will allow a higher visibility for
deserving new contemporary art practices in Singapore
which still would not be given the chance in the growing
number of art galleries, awards and competitions in
Singapore.
Body and Material

Durian trees at 61-B Lorong Gambas – Courtesy of Tang Da Wu

Space
At her commencement, The Artists Village provided an
alternative space for artists living in a state where 80%
of its populace is housed in urban high-rise apartments.
A majority of us who congregated at the kampong site
of Ulu Sembawang found the unused chicken coops and
wooden farm houses, varied insects, birds, live animals like
chickens, geese, rabbits, dogs and cats, together with the
green natural surroundings most conducive to inspirational
art explorations. Some artists had childhood experiences of
living in kampong environments but like the last remaining
farmers of Singapore in Sembawang had been evicted to be
re-housed in the housing estates due to island wide urban
development. Others like myself who grew up all our lives
in housing estates were thankful we could at least have this
short yet intense experience of a countryside lifestyle. Aside
from arousing lyrical and nostalgic feelings or satisfying
the curiosity of urbanites for a disappearing landscape in
Singapore, the village environment served a real need for
working as well as exhibiting spaces by artists. Even today
many of us still face problems in looking for reasonably
priced studios that may allow extensive work with pungent
smell producing oil paints, spacious halls with long
walls and high ceilings to accommodate more ambitious

with thematic emphasis of responding and highlighting
the threatening fate of ecological imbalance our world
faces due to incontinent policies based on profit-motivated
market capitalism that neglects concerns for our natural
environment. Ironically an eviction notice was served by
the authorities in the midst of our preparations, which
ejected us from a green working environment and forced
us to present our works in noisy polluted urban sites, overly
cold air-conditioned shopping malls and hot unsheltered
concrete sidewalks. It was a bittersweet experience but it
gave us the impetus to work in public sites reaching out to
a wider unsuspecting non-art audiences. At the same time
we were forced back into our small flats or seek higher
costing studios and worst of all destroy our unwelcome
experimentations due to the lost of accessible space like
the kampong in Ulu Sembawang. We reverted to making
smaller works of manageable proportions for ease of storage
and moving in anticipation of having to keep a larger part
of our creative art productions in a ‘hard-to-sell’ art market
unsympathetic to our cause. It also became apparent that
it made more sense in such a scenario to devise temporal
site-specific works of performance and installation art.
In the many projects that followed over the years was
a consistent search and exploration of space in the urban
24

Our senses are acutely aroused when we make critical
shifts in our living environment. A higher sensorial response
to mundane objects and materials encourages a different
sensibility and investigational perception. We forsook the
traditional rules and methods, using unexpected ways such
as tea, coffee, soya sauce and catsup to make stains and
marks in our drawings. Sand, dried leaves, glue, epoxy,
varnish, wire-mesh, photography, polymer and enamel
paints, etc. were not spared experimentation in unusual,
untried, unexpected combinations of decoupage, collage
and photomontage. Not only the ideas of using ready-mades
as art material liberated us into an infinite possibilities of
creativity it also spurred us also into seeing and using our
bodies as object material as well as subject narratives for
art making itself. Since The Artists Village left the grounds
of the kampong in Ulu Sembawang, various members have
continued to pioneer or introduce previously unheard of
methods and materials for art making in Singapore.
Tang Da Wu used tapioca as subject as well as materials
for art workshops explaining historical contexts of the Second
World War with students, Jason Lim and Vincent Leow used a
variety of unconventional or unstable yet common materials
for an installation “A Flock of Birdies”, commenting on the
growth of golf courses in land-scarce Singapore, New
generation artists such as Lina Adams, Kai Lam, Jeremy
Hiah, Woon Tien Wei, Agnes Yit, Angie Seah, Marienne Yang
moved into using video, sound, voice, industrial, new media
while keeping in touch with traditional materials, methods
and processes. Not only is there a conscious desire to
use novel or investigational materials and methods but
also to expressively responding to current concerns of
environmental imbalances or other societal tensions.
Time, Concepts and Processes
Since its independence, Singapore had experienced a
rapid rate of development and changes. If not for some civil
bodies like the Singapore Heritage Society in advocating
the preservation of various historical sites and buildings

traditional biases. Increased participations in various
international events and exhibitions had also seen The
Artists Village inclusion into an expanding, a wide-ranging
and inter-linking international network of alternative art
collectives and groups based on a considerable amicable
sharing of resources and information.
In a society where capital and commercialism speaks
louder than any other commitments, if not an otherwise
indifferent social system of conservative predilections or
predisposed towards centralization of cultural directions
based on uncertain ideology; the pursuit for the autonomy
of art continues to be a necessary struggle. The Artists
Village’s resilience to continue its role as a relevant
alternative art practice in Singapore for the last twenty years
could be seen both as a failure or a success. Contrary to
the likes of ‘Gruppo 63’, The Artists Village’s members have
not grown in stature to be strong enough to establish solo
individual endeavors or interests and could be read as our
society’s failure to embrace them as individual echelons,
and expel them from or making redundant the need for a
group existence. On the more optimistic note, The Artists
Village’s continued survival may be the result of a slowly
but surely growing, sympathetic appreciation as well as
needs for such worthy alternative art pre-occupations and
revolutionary cultural concerns within Singaporean society.
Either way, it is not so much important to discern which
opinion is correct why The Artists Village outlasted the
well-considered opinion of Eco and remains to be valid
alternative facility but more important to acknowledge the
need to persevere, as to paraphrase Sun Yat Sen, “the
revolution has failed, we must continue to work harder!”3

Lee Wen, Letter A, The Care Show (1990) – Courtesy of Koh Nguang How

Notes:
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Charles Olson, ‘Human Universe’ in Robert Creely, ed., Selected Writings of Charles
Olson (New York: New Directions, 1966), p. 61.
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Umberto Eco, The Open Work. Trans. Anna Cangogni. Cambridge (MA): Harvard UP,
1989. The Poetics of the Open Work, p.1 -23, The Open Work in the Visual Art, p.167179, The Death of the Gruppo 63, p. 263 – 250.
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「革命尚未成工，同志仞需努力」－ 孙中山

Zai Kuning, The Time Show (1990) – Courtesy of Koh Nguang How

Singapore would otherwise look just like any other
recently developed or built-up cities in the world devoid of
unique historical characteristics and culture. Artists were
also responding to the changes. There were constant
demolishing and erecting of buildings and the rapidly
transforming daily landscape prompt us to regard time as
an increasingly important factor in the creative process,
not only in terms of the quantity and chronological but also
psychological and historical references and significances.
The proliferation of objects, memorabilia, furniture being
discarded and left behind in the moves and relocating,
appealed to artists as historically loaded images, raw
material to be salvaged and used as to make new art. For
example, Tang Mun Kit’s various creations are assemblages
and juxtapositions of found objects giving concrete forms
to psychological sentiments and historical time frames in
what he calls ‘Hibernated Works’.
The uses of different materials and methods beyond
other more durable, traditionally acceptable also require
new philosophical or conceptual thinking. Members
of The Artists Village did not concur on any particular
school of thought or manifesto for a particular working
strategy but there were some inherent trends. There
was a stronger leaning towards social issues or contentrelated aesthetics than abstract and detached objective

investigation and experimentation. Maintaining a flexible
tolerance for uncertainty, giving room to improvisation and
spontaneous responses to unanticipated shifting situations
instead of strictly adhering to or playing by immaculately
pre-thought out plans. There was also a higher regard
for ‘process’ based art, a procedure of test and inquiry
involving a time-sensitive open-ended operation.
Autonomy, Network, and Continuity
The lack of art magazines, publications and media
coverage discussing the emerging more challenging and
conceptual art in Singapore, artists had always felt they
were working in a ‘critical vacuum’. The Artists Village found
it essential to approach this discrepancy by giving more
opportunities to hold artists’ talks, discussions and forums.
For example, the Artists General Assembly (A.G.A. 199394) organised in collaboration with 5th Passage was an
elaborate, week long, year-end event which not only focused
in presenting workshops, art exhibitions and performances
but also readings and discussions bringing together writers
and speakers from various backgrounds and disciplines.
These events created opportunities for the participants to
widen their independent network, working in mutual support
of each other’s shared idealistic motivations threatened by
rampant commercialism and misguided loyalties to shallow
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Discussion on The Artists Village exhibition at the Post-Museum (2008) – Courtesy of Koh Nguang How

Ring Around The Rosies (2005), a group exhibition by The Artists Village at

Different Durians: Chronicling Post-Ulu in the Living Room
Jeremy Hiah, Woon Tien Wei and Marienne Yang
The first time I encountered The Artists Village when I
was in secondary school after watching a movie at Cathay
Cinema, during the first sculpture symposium in the
National Art Gallery.
Later on, when I was in art school, my lecturers, Jason
Lim and Vincent Leow who were Artists Village members
during that time. They invited some of the student to their
parties and openings and I got to know more members of
the village.
I was kind of a fan of the ‘village people’ and I like
what they do and the way they see art in the Singapore
context. I joined the society during the worst time in 1996
right after Tour de Art lah and after that, there wasn’t any
show coming from The Artists Village until 1999. A group
of newer members; Kai, Tien, Lina, Dennis, Green and me,
and special the help from substation we started to organize
a year-end show which started the spark for The Artists
Village. which was new millennium show by The Artists
Village and as members of the art society.
During the curatorial process of this exhibition, I received
a copy of The Artists Village book.1 I flipped through this
book to remind myself of the legacy of this art group. To
my surprise, I found that more pages have gone missing
from the book. Not only that but some of the pages have
become illegible due to the number of times it has been
photocopied. This book presents itself as a kind of sad
and ironic palimpsest, perhaps a sign alluding to the end
of a chapter for The Artists Village and yearning for a new
chapter to begin. This must be an anxiety felt by those
involved with survey shows in the museum.
In this few pages, we will present a collage essay by
three Artists Village members who are part of the curatorial
team for The Artists Village: 20 Years On. All three will share
thoughts on the Post-Ulu period (1999-2008).2 We hope
that given the limited space, we can give an idea of what
The Artists Village is about during this time.
The Artists Village has been around for the last 20
years. As a member of the society for the last 12-year I am
surprise that we are still here… Da Da lasted for 5 year,
Fluxus lasted 8 to 9 years. The Artists Village is still here.
What make this art group last that long? I have been an
active member and have help to organize a few projects
for the society since 1999 including Post-Ulu. I am proud
to say that the Post Ulu show is a revival of the spirit of
the society after 1994. The new TAV did maintain or evolve
from their integrity as an art society and an artist group in
Singapore. Most of the TAV Art project reflects our society
and culture and the art scene in Singapore.

During the Post- Ulu event, we have found out that
performance art is not banned in Singapore and is just that
the National Art Council did not support it. The ten thousand
dollars deposit for doing a performance art need not to be
given up front as this deposit was only for show that are
rated (RA) for audience 21 year and above. PELU (Public
Entertainment Licenses Unit) was located at Central Police
Station at Chinatown. The Rules and regulation require us
to apply for a license and have to pay $8 for a one day
performance permit.
From that day onward we started to do more performance
art. The whole idea of this is that we have to search for what
we done wrong and how we convince our society and our
people to accept this form of art again and not to stereotype
performance art. A Chinese painter did ask ,why we still
make or organize performance art event even though the
government is not supporting it, My answer was if the
authority don’t like a form of art and they don’t support
it. Do the artist that are still practicing the form that the
authority dislike have to stop or to change the way to do
their art or stop making art completely? I asked the Chinese
painter… What happens when the authority does not like
Chinese painting? This is what I see as the integrity in TAV.
Different Durians: Post-Ulu & TAV
The photograph of the durians in Lorong Gambas3
evokes a sense of nostalgia for me. This image also speaks
of a distant memory, a lost paradise and a glorious moment
in the history of contemporary art. Fast forward to 1999,
The Artists Village is set within a different cultural context of
new ‘durians’ – the Esplanade.4
Since Tour De Art Bus Lah (1996), The Artists Village
endured several years of silence. Many people thought
that the Village was “dead” or disbanded. However,
memberships have continued through the years and a new
group of members emerged and were eager to ‘revive’ the
Village. In 1999, this new committee of younger members
took over, and organised an event, entitled Post-Ulu. With
the new committee, they have adopted the acronym TAV for
The Artists Village, this reflects the way in which the ‘Artists’
and ‘Village’ was no longer synonymous with the group as it
takes on a different direction in the new millennium.
At that time, some artists were quite negative and
apprehensive about the group surviving with new members
fronting it, perhaps some felt that The Artists Village was
better left as a legacy.
An interesting point to be raised here is that most of the
new TAV members have not experienced any of The Artists

Village events first hand. One of the younger members, Lina
Adam, visited the Village in Ulu Sembawang during a school
trip. Another member, Jeremy Hiah, has chanced upon a
few of the performances by the artists in The Artists Village
in the National Gallery while playing truant (as the museum
was a quiet place to take afternoon naps).
Besides the Jeremy Hiah and Lina Adam, the other new
members of TAV knew about The Artists Village through
seeing documentation of their activities and hearing stories
from other artists. What drew these young artists together
to revive the society which they have never experienced
in person? While most fresh art school graduates would
embark on solo artist careers, why did these young artists
commit their time to The Artists Village? This is perhaps
an interesting question in relation to Hiah’s musing on
the longevity of The Artists Village compared to other art
movements in Europe.
Post-Ulu took place at the turn of the century, from
28th Dec 1999 to 16th Jan 2000, and comprised of an
exhibition, the Post-Ulu Gig, talks and workshops. This
marked the shift in the dynamics of the society as most
of the ‘original’ members were no longer involved as they
took a back seat in the society while others ventured into
individual practices, formed other groups or have left the
society for various reasons. This gave the new members
space to develop TAV during this period.
Post-Ulu is an important development for The Artists
Village because at the turn of the millennium, the cultural
landscape has changed. Times are much different from
when the society started in Ulu Sembawang in 1988. The
society needs to understand its position and has to adopt
different strategies to remain relevant to its time. With this
event, the new members of TAV reflected on the society’s
past and used it as a launching platform to think about the
future of TAV.
Another important facet of the Post-Ulu show was the
dealing with of an old ghost which has been haunting The
Artists Village and the art scene at this time. It was the
de facto ban of performance art resulting from the AGA
controversy in 1993/4.5 There had been no performance art
events since then. Many people thought that performance
art was banned in Singapore. The Post-Ulu organising
committee felt that it was necessary to confront this issue
and move on from this stigma on performance art. Hence,
the committee planned the Post-Ulu Gig for the eve of
the new millennium appropriating the 12-hour music and
performance art model of the AGA event. Using this model,
the TAV members were interested to investigate the myth of
the de facto ban of performance art.

Notes:
The Artists Village book is a compilation of photocopied articles, press clippings and exhibition flyers of The Artists Village.
The three different texts contribution will be laid out on the page, sharing the same space. They will be printed with different colours. Thus, they can be read indivdually and in relation to each other. The Green Text is by Jeremy Hiah, the Black Text is by Woon Tien Wei and the
Gray Text is by Marienne Yang.
3
A photograph by Koh Nguang How.
4
Many refer to the Esplanade building as ‘durians’ because of the thorny exterior of the building.
5
The performance art pieces by Josef Ng and Shannon Tham in The Artists’ General Assembly (AGA), an event jointly organised by The Artists Village and 5th Passage in 1993/4, created a controversy after a local newspaper created a sensation out of them. This episode ended
in a court case where Ng pleaded guilty to committing an obscene act in public and was fined while an organiser from 5th Passage, Iris Tan, was charged and fined for allowing a “vulgar act” to occur, in breach of the conditions of a public entertainment licence. In addition, Ng and
Tham were barred from future public performances and any performances or exhibitions involving them would no longer be granted licences, while 5th Passage could no longer put up scriptless performances and would no longer receive funding from NAC. Furthermore, NAC
would no longer support “performance art” and “forum theatre” and all organisers who were granted licences for scriptless public performances were required to put down a security deposit.
1
2

This incident resulted in a common misperception that performance art was banned, which together with NAC retracting its support for performance art, led to many artists ceasing to engage in its practice. It also created in the arts community a feeling of betrayal and mistrust
towards the authorities, began a climate of fear among art practitioners and set the tone for years of self-censorship.
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TAV obtained the Public Entertainment Licence for
Post-Ulu, including the Post-Ulu Gig. However, National
Art Council (NAC) was still adamant about not funding
performance art. After negotiations, the society received
funding from NAC for Post-Ulu, but only for its nonperformance art components.
The success of Post-Ulu was a relief for many artists
from the years of self-censorship resulting from the AGA
incident, and with it, The Artists Village has now picked up
from where it has left off many years before.

growing the arts and culture in Singapore.
The members of Post-Ulu organised and curated
TAV events and exhibitions. This was a result of both
interest and necessity. With keen interest in promoting
contemporary art, new ideas as well as a real concern for
certain issues, TAV came up with many projects which were
interesting and meaningful. Undertaking the roles of artists
and organisers was also a pro-active response to the lack
of exhibiting opportunities and general shortage of inspiring
and memorable projects.

kind of practice which the TAV developed since 1999 where
the society worked without a permanent space. Instead of
the traditional model of artists creating artworks in studios
and exhibiting in galleries, TAV preferred to create events
and happenings around Singapore and reaching out to the
public. However, TAV did not receive the seed grant and
was not able to realise the full potential of a more focus
programme like City as a Canvas. This did not deter the
society as it continued to develop and present projects in
public venues.
This is not enough

For many years after 1994, many artists and the
Singapore Art Museum stopped engaging in performance
art and/or termed it as some other name. Beginning from
Post-Ulu, TAV continued to organise performance art events
and other events containing performance art components,
and called it “performance art”. They have found that it
is possible to continue in the practice of performance
art and even though the NAC still insisted on not funding
performance art, there were still many other ways to obtain
financial assistance for these events.

City as a Canvas

TAV have been interested in Public Art Projects through
getting public audience and not art lover or collector that art
should be for all walks of life.

TAV rented a small office from which to coordinate
administrative work while the society presented its projects
in several public spaces, putting up projects which not only
dealt with the physical space of the city, but which also
interpreted its social, historical, political and economic
fabric, while reaching out to the public.

TAV members also believe in artists as a cultural worker
and must be treated professionally. I also proud to say that
we are one of the art societies that pay artist to take part in
our exhibition, which was not normal practice at that time.
The nominal artists fee was practiced in projects like AIM,
Bali project, Beauty show and so on.
Collective Voice
It is important to point out that the history of The Artists
Village is defined by a collective of artists and not just a
handful of individuals and their artworks which is shown in
this exhibition. This collectivity is difficult but not impossible
to present but sadly, it is not so evident in this show. In
the next showcase of The Artists Village, I hope we can
allocate more time and space to show how the different
confluences of artists at different stages of the society
shaped its development and contribution to the cultural
context of its time.
Therefore, I would like to point out that the new artists
in TAV not only continued their individual art practices but
also took time out to plan and stage projects under the TAV
as a collective. With the success of Post-Ulu, the new TAV
started gaining new memberships. This new constellation of
artists created more projects after Post-Ulu, and with those,
created new directions for the society.
One can observe new characteristics of TAV from
studying the projects which came after Post-Ulu. One
distinctive characteristic is the different approach to
managing the society. For example, the appearance of
collaborative artworks created by The Artists Village like
The Bali Project (2001), Singa-Dance (2002) and activities
like Artists Education Programmes. All these activities and
projects are owned by TAV or co-owned by the members
who initiated it. In this period, TAV has evolved from a
new management style and a different form of collectivity
emerged. This phenomenon can be seen as a response to
the changing cultural context with the state’s emphasis on

6

TAV has been ‘space-less’ since 1992 and was working
in various public spaces. With the ‘revival’ of TAV, the new
committee decided on the strategy of continuing to work
without a space. Since 2001, TAV has claimed the city as
a ‘new’ space to practice. In a way, the new TAV did not
need to have its own studio or exhibiting space like it did
in the kampong and the Hong Bee Warehouse, because
Singapore, the city, is the space where TAV will work.

Artists Investigating Monuments (AIM) (2000) was a
project that took place at several physical sites of Singapore
monuments, namely the Raffles Landing site, the Merlion
and Speakers’ Corner. This project brought together a
group of artists who worked in different mediums including
performance art and installation art. The aim of this project
was for the artists (and public) to create dialogue with the
different monuments which were important, yet alien, to
us.
While AIM dealt with the physical space and history of
the city, the Bali Project (2001) was interested in exploring
the art history of Singapore, in particular, the foundation of
its modern art history. The Bali Project, as the title suggests,
was a trip to Bali inspired by discussions about the pioneer
artists of Singapore (Liu Kang, Chen Wen Hsi, Cheong Soo
Pieng and Chen Chong Swee) and their journey to Bali. It
was that journey which resulted in the birth of modern art
in Singapore (1952), and this project was a revisit of this
historical event. Bye Bye Albert (2001) was an event where
artists, musicians, a filmmaker and performers made works
responding to the closing down of a traditional coffeeshop
opposite The Substation.6
Starting April 2003, TAV initiated a project banner entitled
City as a Canvas. This umbrella project encapsulated TAV’s
working strategy and “is a cohesive series of projects sited
at various public spaces in Singapore and spread out over
a two-year period”. The projects under the City as a Canvas
banner had “the common element of artists using the city
as a space to create and/or circulate their artworks”.
City as a Canvas became the title of the Seed Grant
Proposal which TAV proposed to NAC in 2003. The
document provided a detailed outline of the operation
model, mission statement and projects which the society
planned to undertake. City as a canvas evolved from the

The Substation is Singapore’s first independent contemporary arts centre founded by the late Kuo Pao Kun in 1990.
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Finally, looking at The Artists Village: 20 Years On, I am
apprehensive to call this a survey of The Artists Village in
anyway. Due to the lack of resources – time, budget and
helping hands – we could only begin to unravel that much
in this exhibition. In a way, this exhibition is more of the
beginning paragraph of a book telling the story of The
Artists Village.
The story of The Artists Village at this moment seems
to be full of gaps and would need much more work before
we can comprehend the full historical meaning of what
this society has done and is still doing and how these
contributes to contemporary art in Singapore. .
With that in mind, I believe we have left out many
names of all who have participated in creating The Artists
Village legacy. We certainly hope that there will be more
opportunities to fill in those gaps in the near future.

The Living Room : A (Non) Space for Cross-fertilization of Ideas
Marienne Yang

FADE IN:
EXT. HINDOO ROAD - SUNSET - ESTABLISHING
People of multiple races walk along the street, majority Indians. All having their small chit-chats.
INT. WHITE TILED LIVING ROOM
Volumes of files and books arranged neatly on the left wall of the room. A make-shift darkroom sits at the corner near the right side of the entrance. An incandescent light bulb lights up
the cozy space.
Casually clothed 5 individuals: V, W, X, Y and Z sits on the floor, each with a packet of cigarettes. Age ranges from 21 to 40.
V (V.O.)
Then, stepping into the space for the first time, i almost felt as if i was in another part of Earth, one that i had not been to. Not only was its location something somewhat exotic to me at
that point in time, but also of its structure – it was supposedly a residential unit, a residential unit split in two...
SFX: LIGHTING AND PUFFING OF CIGARETTES.
V (V.O.)
(continuing)
...This was Jeremy Hiah and Lina Adam’s space ‘Your Mother Gallery’.
X glances at a notepad whilst rolling a second cigarette.
X
The agenda of today’s meeting is to discuss a couple of issues, mainly that of TAV’s physical space and that of upcoming projects.
Y
Regarding that of ‘physical space’ – do we need a physical holding space? All of us have our own space – so, what is the need of paying for another separate space? Just so that we all
can meet up at that one place to discuss and bounce off ideas? What is the need of such a separated space when we all can meet up at everyone else’s space? Cost of holding onto a
space is something we all have to keep in consideration.
Cigarettes light up in unison as everyone ponders over the options available.
Z
I don’t think we need a physical space. As much as it is true that in the past we were living and working together at Lorong Gambas, but that was then when everyone did not have their
own space. And even if we were to have an ‘official’, physical space, are we going to fully utilize it? How are we going to fully utilize it?
X
I do not think that having an ‘official’ physical space will do us any harm – it will give us a space to store the heaps of documentations that we have of TAV’s events. But don’t you all think
that in this age of technological advancement that we maybe could consider using the internet as a platform of which we can call an ‘official’ space?
Coffee and tea is passed around, everyone ensuring that the cigarette finds its place between one’s lips.
W
That is an idea, but it is so impersonal! And so virtual! So intangible! Don’t you think that you’re just over-complicating issues? And it’s so inconvenient!
Feathers ruffled, everyone repositions their seating, as if awakened by the new findings.
X
No! It is the most convenient way anyone can discuss and throw ideas around. Plus, keeping in consideration the number of overseas members we have, and how many of us travel out
of the country often, it does make sense to set up a virtual space so that we may all be connected.
Y
An assertive and immediate reply) Agree! We can hire a website designer to design a website and to also set up a online discussion space which has the secondary function as a platform
of which we may all utilize to disseminate information amongst us.
W looks at everyone in the room. Quickly but calmly -W
I understand where you all are coming from, but I am still not convinced that the ‘virtual’ space option that you all are supportive of will be an effective enough replacement to a physical
shared space.
Everyone engages in soft murmurs... Z is FLUSHED -Z
But we are not talking about a ‘replacement’ – it is an ‘alternative’ space that we are talking about! We are not saying that we will not longer meet up and talk at anyone’s space, but only
saying that it makes more practical sense to do the initial brain-storming at this virtual space prior to meeting up!
Y
We should still consider the possibilities of having a physical space in the near future. We should begin planning for it, but it will take time and...
V (V.O.)
thus the beginnings of the online community called ‘TAV Artist Talk’
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Archival Materials

The Artists Village:
20 Years On
Exhibition

Curatorial Notes

Michelle Ho, Jeremy Hiah, Kai Lam, Seng Yu Jin, Woon Tien-Wei, and Marienne Yang

The whole of modern Asian art history is full of
critical roles played by small groups that appear at
particular junctures to coalesce new positions within
art discourse and redefine practice.
John Clark, Modern Asian Art, Craftsman House, Sydney, 1998, p.226
Self-Indulgent Amateurs or Innovators?
The Straits Times, 28.5.1989

Throughout history, artists have formed collectives to
question dominant aesthetic conventions and re-define
artistic practices. In the early twentieth century, artists’
collectives such as the Futurists (1909 – 1944) in Italy, the
Dadaists (1916 – 1920) in Zurich and the Surrealists (1924
– 1940) in Paris challenged existing aesthetic conventions
to open up new possibilities for artistic production and
reception. The Futurists celebrated the power of the
machine and rejected traditional cultural and social
values while the Surrealists tapped into the wellsprings
of imagination to connect the conscious and unconscious
realms of human experience. The Dadaists challenged
dominant aesthetic standards set by bourgeois values and
institutionalised by cultural institutions such as museums.
Some of these collectives engendered alternative art making
strategies such as the use of readymades, appropriation
and happenings that questioned the status of art in society.
In particular, Marcel Duchamp’s readymades comprised
of found mass produced objects such as snow shovels
and bottles, which he subsequently signed his name on,
critiqued the cherished notion of the ‘uniqueness’ of an
artwork and emphasised the importance of the concept
behind the work, not merely the technique. Later efforts by
artist groups who were part of the Situationists (1960s) and
Fluxus (1960s) in the late 1960s objected to the separation
of art from life by actively engaging and interacting with
audiences across the disciplines of poetry, sound art,
performance, and video.
Such artistic developments were not confined to Europe
and America. In Southeast Asia, artist collectives were
formed to engender new ways of perceiving and making
art within local contexts. In the 1970s and 1980s, groups
of artists such as the Gerakan Seni Rupa Baru (New Art
Movement, 1974 - 1979) in Indonesia and the Dharma
Group (1970s) in Thailand championed conceptualist
strategies that included local myths and spiritual values.
These collectives employed conceptualist strategies to
engage with social and political concerns to challenge
the commodification of art, erase hierarchical distinctions
between high and low arts and to engender new theoretical
frameworks for contemporary art practices through
performance and installation art. The emergence of The
Artists Village (TAV) in 1988 forms part of the larger context
of artistic developments in the region that was in the
process of redefining artistic practices. TAV engendered
radical shifts in generating new ways and manners of
thinking and making art in the history of contemporary art
in Singapore. They were also known for producing works
that are conceptually challenging during a period marked
by a sense of urgency and impetus for artists to critically
re-look and examine existing assumptions, values and
concepts of art-making.
2008 marks the 20th Anniversary of the emergence of TAV.
Twenty years offers sufficient historical distance to evaluate
and examine the critical role played by this collective in
shaping the development of contemporary art in Singapore.
This exhibition forms part of the Singapore Art Museum’s
ongoing series of exhibitions focusing on the historical
significance of artists’ collectives, starting with From Words
to Pictures: Art During the Emergency that examined the
Equator Art Society and the Singapore Art Society to be
followed up with an exhibition on Angkatan Pelukis Aneka

Daya (Association of Artists of Various Resources), better
known as APAD. The manifestation of artist collectives
provide us with historical markers to understand the
history of art infrastructure specific to the context of
Singapore and how new ways of making and perceiving
art are advanced, resisted and established at particular
art historical junctures. It is the intention of the museum
to advance new trajectories in the realms of scholarship
and curatorship through this series of exhibitions
on artist collectives for future researchers studying
modern and contemporary art in Singapore and beyond.

– 1994) were pushing the boundaries of art by questioning
conventional perception of sculpture and drawing through
the Drawing Show (1989) and the Sculpture Seminar
(1991) through their individual practices. The Post Ulu TAV
(1999 onwards) worked through collective artists initiated
projects such as Artists Investigating Monuments (AIM,
2000 – 2005) that ‘specifically raises questions not just
about statues or conventional monuments, but also, the act
of monumentalisation, investigating into the monuments’
cultural effects and its currency towards collective
memories and identities of the local community’.2

Exhibition Processes

Transitions period (1994 – 1998) undermines the
apolitical and aestheticised museum space by highlighting
the no-funding rule on performance art by the National Arts
Council that was lifted in 2003. The decision not to fund
performance art was due to Josef Ng’s performance during
The Artists’ General Assembly, a week-long arts festival
at Parkway Parade Shopping Centre co-organised by The
Artists Village and 5th Passage Artists Ltd over the New
Year in 1993. The festival included forums, performances,
poetry readings and art installations. The court subsequently
fined him for performing an obscene act in public. Video
interviews by seven TAV members whose voices permeate
throughout the gallery recall the historical significance of
Josef Ng’s performance and how that incident shaped the
development of not only performance art but also the larger
Singapore artworld as their memories and experiences of
this period collide and merge with one another.3

The placement of works by an artist collective or group
in a museum, particularly when looking historically, raises a
number of questions. This is because the very nature of artist
collectives (acknowledging that forms and motivations vary
from group to group) would appear to resist the singularity
and linearity associated with traditional art institutions.1
Presenting an historical exhibition of an artist collective
spanning twenty years was a challenging enterprise right
from the beginning. The curatorial team comprised of two
curators from SAM, Michelle Ho and Seng Yu Jin, as well as
four artists from TAV, namely Jeremy Hiah, Kai Lam, Woon
Tien-Wei and Marienne Yang provide a balance between the
need for some measure of objectivity in the presentation of
the collective’s history through the two SAM curators who
are not TAV members and therefore ‘outside’ the collective,
and the need for TAV to have a voice and agency in how
its history is being presented and shaped to be exhibited. It
was also the intension of meaningful engagement between
the collective and the museum as an institution that this
curatorial team was formed.
One of the real pitfalls in presenting the history of
a collective in a museum is the temptation to adopt a
singular chronological narrative of a collective that is
static, unchanging and timeless. The museum gallery as
a neutral, apolitical and timeless space is destabilised
through curatorial interventions. Archiving Memory is a
documentation space that treats the exhibition as a history
bound experience. It addresses issues like the relationship
between memory, history, archiving and forgetting. Much of
TAV’s work occurred in public sites in the form of installation
and performance art that are site/context-specific, timebased and ephemeral, and therefore difficult to re-present.
Forms of documentation such as video and photography
are ways to record ephemeral artistic practices. Archiving
Memory is conceived not as a static but dynamic source
where the process of constructing meaning is constantly
changing, immersing audiences in the social and cultural
contexts in which the artists developed their alternative
strategies for art making through the interplay of
photographic images, video documentaries and texts.
The exhibition is conceived as a metaphor for the memories
and histories of TAV, conceptualised into three periods:
1988 to 1994, 1995 to 1998, and 1999 onwards. The first
period (1988 to 1994) offers entry points to understand
the artistic activities, objectives, and artistic practices that
shaped the TAV collectively. The tensions, disjunctures
and collisions of the individual and collective memories
of the TAV are captured through interviews of artists from
1995 to 1998. The final period (1999 onwards) focus on
a new group of TAV artists who signaled their intention to
continue the TAV’s mission to promote contemporary art
and to bring about a better understanding of contemporary
art practices. The conceptualisation of the TAV’s history
into three periods allows audiences to experience how the
collective changed not only in terms of its members but
how it functioned. The TAV artists in the first period (1988
52

Just as some small steps in advancing curatorial practice
was made, many lingering problems remain unresolved.
Museums traditionally glorify and canonise artists and
artworks by elevating and absorbing them into the grand
narrative of the history of art. And yet some works such
as the drawings by artists and the public displayed as part
of Post Ulu subvert the overly serious pretensions of the
museum as the temple of high art. Works such as Vincent
Leow’s The Artist’s Urine that problematises and raises
the issue of presenting ephemeral performances and
installations that are context specific and therefore difficult
to re-present. The open nature of TAV with artists who
slipped in and out of TAV organised events raises questions
about the selection of artists and artworks in this exhibition.
These are difficult curatorial and historical issues that
continue to challenge exhibitions on artist collectives and
contemporary art that is ephemeral and time-based.
The Artists Village: 20 Years On marks a milestone and
crossroad in the history of TAV. This exhibition offers a point
of reflection as collectives face unavoidable questions
of continuity in terms of attracting new members, and
difficulties in maintaining an avant-gardist and alternative
position after twenty years of history. These are real
challenges that TAV will have to overcome in the years to
come.
Notes:
Russell Storer, ‘The Artists Village: Collaboration as Transformation’ in The Artists Village:
20 Years On (Singapore: The Singapore Art Museum, 2008).
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Artists Investigating Monuments brochure.

The artists interviewed are Jeremy Hiah, Kai Lam, Zai Kuning, Lee Wen, Tang Mun Kit,
Wong Shih Yaw and Vincent Leow.
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The Artists Village: 20 Years On (Time Line Section)

The Artists Village: 20 Years On (Post-Ulu Section)
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The Artists Village: 20 Years On (Hong Bee Warehouse, The Space, Section)

The Artists Village: 20 Years On (Gallery Overview)

The Artists Village: 20 Years On, Vincent Leow’s The Artist’s Urine

Lee Wen
Yellow Man, Where are you Going?
1990
Acrylic on canvas
123.9 x 73.3 cm
Collection of SAM
A former bank officer, Lee Wen’s entry into the
art scene was relatively late. Born in Singapore
in 1957, he received his formal training from
Lasalle College of the Arts. He graduated in
1990 and went on to complete his studies at
the City of London Polytechnic, London in 1992.
Lee Wen’s initiation into the art scene occurred
at Artists Village in 1989 when he participated
in Happening I.
Lee Wen first performed The Journey of the
Yellow Man,1992 in London. Using his body as
a sculptural element, Lee Wen painted himself
yellow to symbolize his ethnicity and how
slippages in identity occur in different sociohistorical and cultural locations and contexts. In
his artist’s statement, Lee Wen states: ‘We find
familiarity and strangeness in every place we go.
Our awareness is sharpened in new locations
and experiences. Yet it remains difficult to keep
a constant vigil on our perceptions so that we
do not fall prey to false consciousness and
prejudices, nor become victims of propaganda
from the market and the media, and other
distortions.’ Since then, Lee Wen’s ‘Yellow Man’
series of performances and installations has
continued its journeys to Gulbarga, Karnataka
India (1992), Nonthaburi, Thailand (1993),
Setagaya Art Museum (1995), Sichuan, China
(2001) and other locations.
Yellow Man, Where are you Going (1990) is one
of Lee Wen’s early explorations of the issues
ofidentity, cultural stereotypes and the power of
knowledge through systems of classifications
such as taxonomy whereby Orientals were
classified as ‘yellow-skinned’. The motif of a
journey in search of oneself manifests in the
solitary yellow human figure on a horse. Other
motifs such as the foot trudging on the yellow
grass with the eye staring directly at the viewer
draws us to the subjectivity of the self and how
our interpretations and perceptions of people
are shaped by the social and cultural conditions
we live in.
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Koh Nguang How
How to Explain Values to a Dead Goose
1994
Mixed media
94 x 134.5 cm
Collection of SAM
Born in Singapore in 1963, Koh Nguang How
is a founding member of The Artists Village.
Established in 1988, it was based initially at
Ulu Sembawang, one of a few remaining rural
enclaves in Singapore. Most of his works are
completed in multi-media, often incorporating
photographic elements.

context specific to The Artists Village and art
practice in Singapore, Koh is making a potent
comment on the nature of art appreciation and
the value society puts on artists (metaphorically
symbolised by goose laying golden eggs) as a
socio-cultural resource.

Combining his interest in photography, How
to Explain Values to a Dead Goose is made in
response to his experience in the Artists Village
and specifically to a 1989 performance by Tang
Da Wu entitled Gooseman. Six photographs of
the performance are arranged on the painting
on a painted background of a rural scene.
Immediately below are five photographic
images, made with gold-coloured marker pens,
representing golden eggs. Through the title of
the work, Koh is making a direct reference to
Joseph Beuy’s How to Explain Pictures to a
Dead Hare, which highlighted the problem of
communicating meaningfully to audience. In a
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Wong Shih Yaw
A Boring Picture #7
1990
Mixed media on canvas
176 x 229 cm
Collection of SAM
One of the earliest artists to join The Artists
Village after graduating from the Nanyang
Academy of Fine Arts in 1989, Wong Shih Yaw
searched for an alternative aesthetic to explore
alternative strategies for art making and signal
fresh ways of viewing art. From 1991 to 1995,
Shih Yaw stopped his creative work due to the
contradictions between his artistic practice that
often engaged with sexually explicit themes and
his acceptance of Christianity. His desire to paint
was only rekindled in 1995, often focusing on
his personal relationship with God.
A Boring Picture #7 is an early work by Shih Yaw
that provokes viewers to recognise the fears
and anxieties of anguished children neglected

by their parents. The image of a child’s head is
hung, screaming for attention in the seemingly
deafening cacophony of images such as
severed trees, foreboding wells and coins. Shih
Yaw’s commentary on the materialistic world is
suggested by hands reaching out to grab the
coins. The severed trees make references to
the decreasing value placed on children who
are neglected due to the busy work schedules
of their parents. The images created by Shih
Yaw are provocative and compels the viewer to
come to his or her own judgment and make a
stand. Unlike the child whose eyes are replaced
by crosses, one cannot be blind to underlying
social issues in Singapore’s rapidly changing
social fabric.
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Jailani bin Kuning
Installing Memory
1992
Mixed media
Variable sizes
Collection of SAM
Born in Singapore in 1964, Jailani Kuning,
known to many as Zai Kuning, received his
formal art training at Lasalle College of the Arts
graduating in 1988 with a Diploma of Fine Arts
(Ceramics). He has been an active member
of The Artists Village since 1989, taking part
in many of the exhibitions organized by the
group.
Working in multi-media, Jailani explores notions
of identity, socio-political concerns and the role
and function of art in society. Installing Memory
1992 was first displayed at the Substation
Gallery in September 1992. However, its
significance lies in its historical beginning in an
event which took place earlier the same year
entitled The Space. There, Jailani produced a
series of sculptures using scavenged material
from the actual exhibition site. Eleven of these
sculptures were later displayed briefly in his
solo exhibition at the Substation Gallery before
they were packed and sealed into eleven
yellow wooden boxes as part of a performance.
Here, the artist attempts to confront attitudes
towards art which has been ‘relegated’ to mere
commodity and questions its function in the
socio-economic space. As a potent commentary,
the artist projects concern for the decline of art
as a practice.
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Lim Poh Teck
A School Desk
1987
Wood, nail
79 x 123 x 83 cm
Collection of SAM
Born in Singapore in 1963, Lim Poh Teck
graduated from Nanyang Academy of Fine Arts
in 1987 with a Diploma in Fine Arts (Painting).
Although predominantly a painter, Lim is
increasingly experimenting with other media
including sculpture and installation.

the base, with pieces of wood that suggests a
table and chair. A School Desk can therefore
be conceived as a site-specific sculpture when
displayed within the context of a TAV exhibition
as an artist-run space that offered artists an
alternative site to develop their own artistic
practices outside art academies.

A School Desk is a found object that Lim picked
up at a disused school. Lim used pieces of wood
from a broken table and literally transformed the
found objects into a sculpture by literally ‘turning
the table on its head’. The broken table formed
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Tang Da Wu
Untitled
1991
Mixed media
Variable sizes
Collection of SAM
Tang Da Wu paints, sculpts, draws and is
most recognized as a performance artist. After
completing his art education in Birmingham
Polytechnic, St Martins and Goldsmith College
in the United Kingdom, Da Wu returned to
Singapore in 1987. He played an instrumental
role in the establishment of The Artists Village
in 1988 at Ulu Sembawang as a space for
alternative strategies for making art.
Untitled (Axe) highlights the use of materials
such as found objects and ready-mades.
Ordinary objects, already imbued with its own
specific nature, histories and meanings, are
combined together to suggest further concepts.
Untitled is formed by attaching a stalk of leaves
to the tip of an axe handle. It is an obvious and
witty commentary on the devastation of nature
through its indiscriminate use and exploitation.
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Tang Da Wu
Under the Table, All Going One Direction
1992
Mixed media
Variable sizes
Collection of SAM
Tang Da Wu paints, sculpts, draws and is
most recognized as a performance artist. After
completing his art education in Birmingham
Polytechnic, St Martins and Goldsmith College
in the United Kingdom, Da Wu returned to
Singapore in 1987. He played an instrumental
role in the establishment of The Artists Village
in 1988 at Ulu Sembawang as a space for
alternative strategies for making art.

in traditional Chinese medicine. Under the
Table, All Going One Direction deals with the
issue of unrestrained hunting of crocodiles for
their skin in the making of leather handbags.
The spirit of the crocodiles enters the spiritual
world through an ‘altar’ stained with their blood
due to the insatiable greed of humankind for
leather products.

His performances can be read as responses
to environmental, social and political concerns
that seeks to communicate to audiences beyond
gallery spaces. Man’s relation with animals
is a theme explored in performances such
as They Poach the Rhino, Chop Off His Horn
and Make this Drink (1989) and Tiger’s Whip
(1991). The latter was performed in Chinatown
in response to the hunting of animals for their
body parts in the manufacture of aphrodisiacs
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Amanda Heng Liang Ngim
She and Her Dishcover
1991
Table, table cloth, mirror and dishcover
96 x 105 x 105 cm
Collection of SAM
Amanda Heng began engaging in art practices
during the late 80s. She is one of the pioneer
members of The Artists Village, the first artistrun alternative artists’ collective in Singapore.
She enrolled in Lasalle College of the Arts in
1986 and works in various media such as
installation and performance art.
She and Her Dishcover addresses the status
of women in society. The table cloth is printed
with words such as ‘joy’, ‘speaks’, ‘feels’ and
‘choice’, which are words that assumingly
resonate with women as emotional responses.
Beneath the dish cover is a mirror with two
pieces of red objects put together to resemble a
pair of lips. The mirror symbolises the awareness
of the ‘self’ and the need for acceptance and
self-reflexivity.
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M. Faizal Fadil
Study of Three Thermos Flasks
1991
Flasks
35 x 50 x 10 cm (each)
Collection of SAM
Born in Singapore in 1967, M. Faizal Fadil
studied briefly at Lasalle College of the Arts. He
has a keen interest in conceptual art and the use
of ready-mades in sculpture and installation.
The work Study of Three Thermos consists of
three used flasks acquired by the artist from
a local flea market. The controversial work
was displayed at the 1991/92 Singapore
Sculpture Seminar generating intense, at
times uneven discussions in the media as to
what constitutes an artwork. It questioned the
preconditions which define an object as art and
the complacent acceptance of conventional
assumptions of the time. Making indirect
allusions to Marcel Duchamp’s 1917 Fountain,
the artwork may be said to dislodge orthodox
criteria, or at least affirm the changing fronts
in sculpture-making that had been taking place
since the early 1980s with the return of Tang
Da Wu to Singapore and later the ‘alternative’
practices by The Artists Village.
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Vincent Leow
The Artist’s Urine
1993 - 2008
Oil on canvas
Book: 24 x 31 x 5cm
Bottle: 12 x 12 x 24cm
Loan from Vincent Leow
Born in Singapore in 1961, Vincent Leow
graduated with a Diploma in Fine Art & Design
in LaSalle College of Art in 1987, a Masters in
Fine Art at Mount Royal Graduate School of Art
in Baltimore, USA in 1991, and a Doctor in Fine
Art at RMIT University, Melbourne, Australia in
2005. One of the founding members of the
Artists Village and Plastique Kinetic Worms, he
was also a judge at the Philip Morris ASEAN
Regional Art Awards in 2000.
The Artist’s Urine was first performed in 1993
at Body Fields. Vincent’s performance included
a speech of the difficulties faced by artists in
Singapore and the visual arts situation here,
followed by the consumption of his own urine.
His performance was a power gesture – a
statement – about how sacrifices are needed.
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Jose Tence Ruiz
Basketball with Gringo
1994
Urea formaldehyde resin, bituminous asphalt
on fabric, tree branches, wood, leaves, bird
feathers and plastic toy
227 x 210 x 40 cm
Collection of SAM
Jose Tence Ruiz was an editorial illustrator in the
Philippines, and produced social commentary
strips based on contemporary situations before
formally embarking on fine art. Maintaining
a consciousness toward contemporary
predicaments and critical observations, Ruiz’s
first important series in art was the Shirt Series,
which were montages that incorporated the use
of found objects and other traditional painting
materials. As a member of The Artists Village,
Ruiz actively participated in the exhibitions
organised by it such as The Space at Hong Bee
warehouse.

Basketball with Gringo refers to Colonel Gregorio
“Gringo” Honasan, a charismatic military
commander who played an important role in the
fall of the Philippine President Ferdinand Edralin
Marcos on 22 February 1986. Gringo Honasan
subsequently entered politics and was elected a
Senator who championed the cause of sports.
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Tang Mun Kit
On Bird and Man
1993
Drawing on paper
42cm x 48.5cm x 3cm (Each)
Collection of SAM
Born in Singapore in 1955, Tang Mun Kit was
awarded B Sc (Hons) Mechanical Engineering
in University of Newcastle-Upon-Tyne, UK in
1979. Despite being involved in the marine and
industrial project engineering work from 1980
to 1984, he made a decision to switch from
engineering to art full-time in 1985. He has
held solo exhibitions in places like Germany,
Australia, Malaysia and Singapore. He often
uses found materials to construct objects and
figures containing complex ideas and symbols.
On Bird and Man deals with the relationship
between man and his environment. The resultant
tension between the two is represented as
a series of narratives, a continuous thought
process based on the concept of ‘improvisation’.
Improvisation as a form of work and thought
process results in considered and controlled
composition that reveals the violence of man
against animals through strategies such as
role-reversals whereby man and bird are
interchanged, questioning the moral actions of
man.
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Post-Ulu (28 Dec 1999 - 16 Jan 2000)
Post-Ulu marked the beginning of a new
phase in the history of The Artists Village. We
have moved out of Lorong Gambas, Jalan Ulu
Sembawang in 1990, survived the departure of
many members through the years and is now
run by a new committee. The title ‘Post-Ulu’
takes our origins in Jalan Ulu Sembawang as
a departure point and states the relation of the
present group to it. ‘Ulu’ in the Malay language
means ‘secluded’ or ‘isolated’. And as the title
suggests, we are now in the ‘after-isolation’
period – we are now revived! – we are now
back in ‘business’!

The Artists Village: 20 Years On (Time Line Section)

The Artists Village: 20 Years On (Post-Ulu Section)

Jason Lim at the Post-Ulu Gig (1999)

Post-Ulu Gig Discussion with Lee Weng Choy (1999)

Post-Ulu Gig at the Substation (1999)
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The Bali Project (2001)
On the 17th of September 2001, four
contemporary artists (Agnes Yit, Kai Lam,
Jeremy Hiah and Woon-Tien) embarked on
a journey to Bali, Indonesia. The journey was
inspired from the discussions about the pioneer
artists of Singapore (generally regarded to
include artists such as Liu Kang, Chen Wen
Hsi, Cheong Soo Pieng and Chen Chong Swee).
It was through these four Pioneer artists and
their journey to Bali, which resulted in the birth
of modern art in Singapore (1952). 49 years
later, these four contemporary artists decide
to ‘return’ to Bali and embark on a journey to
find out more about their artistic roots. This
revisiting of the ‘historical moment’ is intended
as an intervention of the Singapore modern art
history narrative ‘, retracing the path of where
we have been in order to get a better bearing
on where we are and where we are going.’ Extract from Museum as a Muse, Mark Dion.

Left: Chen Wen Hsi’s The Ferry   Right: The Jetty by Artists of Bali Project

The four artists are members of The Artists
Village and they are actively involved with
recent art events in the local art scene. It is their
aim in this project to re-enact the footsteps of
Singapore’s pioneer artists, in a bid to answer
and question some of Singapore’s modern art
history and observe some positions in cultural
exchange. The four artists would like to invite all
to visit the official ‘Bali Project’ website for the
Bali project experience and share your thoughts
on the project.
The series of photographic prints by the TAV
artists are shown for the first time, presented
in dialogue with works from the pioneer artists
whom the latter appropriated from.
Left: Liu Kang’s Balinese Woman – Blue Chair/Red Sarong   Right: Siesta by Artists of Bali Project

Left: Waterfall by Artists of Bali Project   Middle: Artist and Model by Artists of Bali Project   Right: The Mask by Artists of Bali Project	  
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Artists Investigating Monuments (2000 - 2005)
The first Artist Investigating Monument (AIM)
project started in year 2000, as a series of
art event spanning over a 3-months duration,
around different city locations in Singapore.
AIM was initiated to present contemporary
art practices in the public domain, specifically
outside the realm of conventional art institutions
and galleries, as a strategic move by The Artists
Village to facilitate connections between art
and public audiences, develop strategies of
art in public spaces, making findings into sites
of locality and encouraging artistic responses
to various locations of social and political
significance in Singapore. These findings
are then collated as a textual and imagery
documentation exhibition in an art venue (The
Substation). The subsequent AIM projects
are produced in this approach, by presenting
artworks in public sites and re-presented them
as documentations to facilitate discussions
again. In this way, the project specifically
raises questions not just about statues or
conventional monuments, but also, the act
of monumentalisation, investigating into the
monuments’ cultural effects and its currency
towards collective memories and identities of
the local community.
Apart from providing an opportunity for artists
and public audiences to meet in a creative
ephemeral art intervention, which facilitated a
larger barometer of different interesting opinions
from public audiences, that is not always found
within the sphere of art establishments. It
also became part of the subsequent years of
learning experience, for the then-emerging
Post-Ulu group of artist-organisers, to take up

Lee Wen, Journey of Yellow Man No.5: Raffles (2000) – Courtesy of Koh Nguang How

the role to negotiate and interact with various
local authorities (on logistics, technical and
licensing concerns), thus the organising of art
projects supersede beyond the usual production
of artworks by re-establishing notions and the
spirit of collective artists-initiated projects
at this important juncture of the Singapore
contemporary art practice.

various spaces and cities that include, “Seni:
Art and The Contemporary” at Singapore Art
Museum (2004), “Situation: Artists’ Collectives
from Sydney, Berlin and Singapore” at Museum
of Contemporary Art, Sydney (2005), “Spaces
and Shadows: Contemporary Art from Southeast
Asia” at House of World Culture, Berlin (2005).
Artists who participated in AIM are:

AIM project presented a varied genre of visual
artworks by many emerging artists of the time
who were practicing in trans-disciplinary nature,
spanning the disciplines of: documentation
art, video art, inter-media art, combined
media installation, sculpture, site-specific art,
environmental art, performance and time-based
art, sound art, and dance. Since its inception
in 2000, AIM project has been presented in

Kai Lam, Lee Wen, Jeremy Hiah, Woon Tien Wei,
Dennis Tan, Wilkie Tan, George Chua, Benjamin
Puah, Jason Lim, Agnes Yit, Gordon Koh, Kng
Mian Tze, Rizman Putra, Dovan Ong, Zulkifle
Mahmod, Ho Tzu Nyen, Mark Chua, Jason Soo,
Juliana Yasin, Colin Reaney, Kanat Ibragimov,
Iwan Wijono, Agoes Jolly, S.S Listyowati, A.
Fahmi Alatas and Ray Langenbach.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Spending Time With Raffles (2000)

Lee Wen’s Proposal to Artists Investigating Monuments (2000)
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B.E.A.U.T.Y (2002)
BadEvilAwfulUglyTerribleYucky is an exhibition
conceptualised by The Artists Village that
attempts to find a good home for challenging
works. These are two- and three-dimensional
art pieces that the artists may never have dared
to exhibit before for several reasons. The works
may have been judged to be non-commercial,
unable to blend in with a home décor, too
provocative or disturbing, conventionally
unaesthetic, too large or bulky for collection,
with unappealing subject matter or colours any one of a host of various reasons.
In a twist to the normal process of art acquisition,
artists from The Artists Village paid would-be
collectors to retain one of their BEAUTYful art
works. A nominal sum was offered by the artists
to encourage Singaporeans to keep one of their
creations. The objectives of the exercise were
two-fold: firstly, Singaporeans who may never
have considered collecting art before may now
be spurred to do so on terms that they might
be better able to appreciate, that of pecuniary
benefit; secondly, Singaporeans who do collect
art often have conservative or unadventurous
tastes, and the reversal of monetary flow might
enable them to consider art of merit which
need not be pretty, decorative or inoffensive. So
that the project did not trivialize or degenerate
into farce, the seriousness of intent to ensure
valid collection was emphasised by a contract
that will have to be signed between artist and
collector. The collector must keep the artist’s
work for at least three years, during which time
the artist has the right to make an annual check
that his work still remains in the collector’s
possession. Should the work be discovered to
have been discarded, given away or sold during
this period, the collector must reimburse the
artist one thousand times the amount the artist
would originally have paid to have the work
collected.

Gallery Shot of B.E.A.U.T.Y Section

Gallery Shot of B.E.A.U.T.Y Section

The project is an ironic commentary on the
Singapore art scene which lacks sufficient art
collectors. For the people that do collect, scant
attention is given to progressive or alternative
contemporary art of Singaporean origin which
is the precise demographic that The Artists
Village falls in. In the midst of several other
Southeast Asian countries which avidly collect
their national art, BadEvilAwfulUglyTerribleYucky
is an ingenious artistic statement.

Artists and Collectors with artworks
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Public Art Library (2002)

Book Project

Public Art Library (2002) is a follow-up and
development from the TAV project, B.E.A.U.T.Y.,
which was presented at Utterly Art Gallery in
2002.

The book project was conceived under the
Public Art Library with the aim of expanding its
current collection, as well as giving the public
the opportunity to see and appreciate the artist
book. An artist’s book can be defined as a vessel
created to convey ideas and experiences to the
audience, where materials are manufactured,
manipulated and assembled to express the
concept of the artist.

Given the overwhelming public response to
B.E.A.U.T.Y., Singapore Art Museum (SAM)
approached TAV to develop a similar project
that promotes art appreciation amongst the
general public and art collectors.
The Public Art Library functions like any public
library. The collection on loan consists of
multi-disciplinary works and works in various
media. These artworks are contributed by TAV
members and other local and international
artists of different practices.
The Public Art Library will encourage art
appreciation amongst its audiences where they
are able to take the artworks on loan home for a
certain period of time for their viewing pleasure.
This exercise encourages the audience or
members to be ‘art-custodians’.
Objectives
The aim of the Public Art Library is to benefit
and gain a wider platform and for TAV to seek
a more central and regular feature at SAM
going beyond the display of challenging works.
Artworks submitted for the Public Art Library’s
collection will gain wider recognition in the
local art scene for the participating artists. It
will provide better exposure for the audience to
know the artists as well as their works and art
practice. Archived works in Public Art Library’s
collection will offer a wide variety of medium/
content/artists which will cater to a wider
spectrum of audience. This will be interesting
for Public Art Library as it will have a growing
and ever-changing collection.
The Public Art Library is located in an accessible
venue, which is a public space in the central
area of Singapore. This project also aims to
support and promote the local arts scene and
helps to cultivate art culture and encourage
local art appreciation.

Gallery Shot of Book Project Section

Gallery Shot of Book Project Section
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The Artists Village
Chronology

The Artists Village Chronology
Inception of The Artists Village (TAV)
June 1988

First Open Studio Show
28 - 30 January 1989 (extended to 12 February)

Second Open Studio Show
27 May - 11 June 1989 (extended to 18 June)

Artist Tang Da Wu founded the village studio-space at
61-B Lorong Gambas, Sembawang. He invited some young
artists to work at the studios

The artists working at the village studios organised the
first “Open tudio Show” at the village, featuring 10 artists.
Beginning of the use of the name “The Artists Village”
(TAV)

TAV organised The Artists Village 2nd Open Studio Show, in
Lorong Gambas, featuring 26 artists.

An aerial view of Lorong Gambas and Jalan Ulu Sembawang (1988) – Courtesy
of Koh Nguang How

Conversion of a house into an exhibition space – Courtesy of Koh Nguang
How

Conversion of a house into an exhibition space – Courtesy of Koh Nguang
How

The Christmas Party on 23 Dec 1988 at 61-B Lorong Gambas – Courtesy of
Koh Nguang How

Drawings by Amanda Heng in the Life Drawing lessons at La Salle exhibited in
the Open Studio Show – Courtesy of Koh Nguang How

The panels were recycled from a Japanese exhibition at the National Museum
Art Gallery – Courtesy of Koh Nguang How

Art Mart
April 1989

The Happenings
31 July - 2 August 1989

The Happenings II
September 1989

TAV was invited to show in the Singapore Tourism Promotion
Board’s event Art Mart: Singapore International Shopping
Festival, at Cuppage Terrace, Orchard Road.

TAV was invited to show at the Opening of the Nanyang
Technological Institute’s Residence Hall 5, Singapore. TAV
named the event The Happenings..

TAV was invited to show at the National University of Singapore,
presented by the Raffles Hall and the NUS Architectural Society.
TAV named the event The Happenings II.

Students helping Amanda Heng to set up her interactive work, It All Depends on
Who is Handling the Stamp – Courtesy of Koh Nguang How

Students helping Amanda Heng to set up her interactive work, It All Depends on
Who is Handling the Stamp – Courtesy of Koh Nguang How

Exhibition view at the Forum – Courtesy of Koh Nguang How

Tang Da Wu making a drawing of fellow artist Vincent Leow – Courtesy of
Koh Nguang How

View of installation work by Tang Mun Kit – Courtesy of Koh Nguang How

Exhibition view – Courtesy of Koh Nguang How

The Drawing Show
9 - 31 December 1989

The Time Show
31 December 1989 -1 January 1990

TAV organised The Drawing Show at its space at Lorong
Gambas.

TAV organised its second thematic show, “The Time Show, a
24-hour Continuous Performance Art Show”, at Lorong Gambas

Exhibition view – Courtesy of Koh Nguang How

“Dancing by the Ponds” by Tang Da Wu

“Red Cat” by Wong Shih Yaw – Courtesy of Koh Nguang How

Timeszone Central, Dec 14, 1989

“Incidental” by Lee Wen

“Living with Nature” by Han Sai Por with Amanda Heng

Hong Bee Warehouse – Courtesy of Koh Nguang How

The “working team” of The Artists Village – Courtesy of Koh Nguang How

Featured article making a case for saving the Hong Bee Warehouse in The
Straits Times, 18 July 1992

Working Space by Zai Kuning – Courtesy of Koh Nguang How

Official Registration of The Artists Village
12 Feb 1992
“The Artists Village” was officially registered as an art
society under the Societies Act in Singapore. Its objectives
are to foster and develop an increased consciousness of the
importance of the arts and their contribution to Singapore
society, by engaging in active dialogue with the public,
through the production and exposition of works of art.
With the official registration, The Artists Village and its
officially registered artist members became eligible for
participation of certain officially funded events and the
application for funding and space under the new rules of
the National Arts Council, which was established in 1991.
The Space
31 May - 21 June 1992
TAV and the National Arts Council jointly organised The Space,
a Fringe Festival visual arts event for the Singapore Festival of
Arts 1992, at the old Hong Bee Warehouse. Forty local artists
and twenty international artists participated in the event.

Hong Bee Warehouse situated at 60 Robertson Quay, along the Singapore River
– Courtesy of Koh Nguang How

ARTS IN U
17 Aug – 19 Aug 1992

Performance Week
14 Aug – 21 Aug 1992

TAV was invited to participate in ARTS IN U, the “1st Arts
Festival”, organised by The Visual Arts Society of The
Nanyang Technological University,Singapore. Some TAV
members did installation and performance pieces for the
event.

TAV’s members were invited to show in Performance Week,
organised by a new gallery called “Gallery 21”, Singapore.
The event marked the first performance art event organized
by a private gallery in Singapore. It was immediately after
The Space event at Hong Bee Warehouse.

They were Vincent Leow, Eve Tan in In, Azman Mohamed
and Zai Kuning.

Due to technicality of membership, the event could not be
known as an event by TAV members, as some of the artists
had not officially joined the TAV.

Fours Days in August, Koh Nguang How – Courtesy of Thein Naing

Untitled, Juliana Yasin – Courtesy of Koh Nguang How

Doctor! Doctor!, Vincent Leow – Courtesy of Koh Nguang How

Untitled, Eve Tan In In – Courtesy of Koh Nguang How

Industrial Noise, Faizal Fadil – Courtesy of Koh Nguang How

Arts In U, Published by the Visual Arts Society, Nanyang Technological
University

2nd Sculpture Seminar
10 July – 23 Oct 1993
TAV participated and coordinated the 2nd Sculpture
Seminar, an event presented by The National Museum and
The Nanyang Academy of Fine Arts.
Tang Da Wu was again the coordinator for the seminar like
the first Sculpture Seminar in 1991.
The seminar started at the National Museum Theatrette
over four Saturdays from 10 July to 7 Aug. Other events like
studio visits, artist’s talks and public forum were organized
throughout the period.
The seminar ended with an exhibition of works including
performance art called “Work-in-Process” at Selegie
Campus Art Gallery of Nanyang Academy of Fine Arts, from
19th to 23 Oct 1993.
The artists exhibited were: Chu Chu Yuan, Knik Pang,
Jason Lim, Lin Kai Lie(Kai), Yvonne Lee, Oscar Ng, Eve
Tan In In, Noor Effendy Ibrahim, Vincent Leow, Tang Da
Wu, Zai Kuning, Shannon Tham, Josef Ng, Clayton Huang,
Khairuddin, Romita.
Indoor exhibits at Selegie Campus Art Gallery of Nanyang Academy of Fine Arts – Courtesy of Koh Nguang How

Performance by Zai Kuning at Selegie Campus Art Gallery of Nanyang Academy
of Fine Arts – Courtesy of Koh Nguang How

Outdoor exhibits at Selegie Campus Art Gallery of Nanyang Academy of Fine
Arts – Courtesy of Koh Nguang How

Drawings from the thematic project ‘Bridges over Singapore River” in the “Work-inProcess” exhibition at Selegie Campus Art Gallery of Nanyang Academy of Fine Arts
– Courtesy of Koh Nguang How

Saturday session at the National Museum Theatrette – Courtesy of Koh Nguang
How

Newsletters about the progression of the seminar created by Tang Da Wu

Artists General Assembly
25 December 1993 - 1 January 1994
5th Passage Artists Ltd and TAV co-presented Artists
General Assembly (AGA), including a 25-artist collaborative
installation, a video art program, and a 12-hour performance
art event.

Performance by Amanda Heng – Courtesy of Koh Nguang How

View of Collaborative Installation – Courtesy of Koh Nguang How

View of Collaborative Installation – Courtesy of Koh Nguang How

Eye, Performance by Jessica Tan and Juliana Yasin – Courtesy of Koh Nguang How

Performance by Samsuri Ibrahim – Courtesy of Koh Nguang How

Tour de Art Lah!
26 May - 16 June 1996
The ‘Art Bus’ proposal was organised by the National Arts
Council as part of the Singapore Festival of Arts 1996.
TAV named the event Tour de Art Lah!, a mobile art gallery
featuring 11 TAV artists.

“I’ve boarded the ART BUS!” card

Converting an old bus at the workshop – Courtesy of Koh Nguang How

Victor Tan putting the final touches to his wire sculpture of a blind person –
Courtesy of Koh Nguang How

A visually handicapped audience experiencing a work by Low Eng Teong – Courtesy
of Koh Nguang How

Little audience sitting on functional work by Chua Chye Teck – Courtesy of
Koh Nguang How

Post-Ulu Gig Flyer

“Punching bags” by Agnes Yit at the entrance of The Substation – Courtesy
of Koh Nguang How

Post-Ulu
28 December 1999 -16 January 2000
TAV organised Post-Ulu at The Substation, Singapore. It
was organised mainly by newer members of TAV who did
not experience the early phase of the group and space at
Lorong Gambas. It was an occasion for existing members
to acknowledge TAV’s history and to find new purpose for
such an art society in Singapore

Ho Tzu Nyen preparing his floor piece in the Substation Gallery – Courtesy of
Koh Nguang How

Performance by Lam Hoi Lit (Kai) – Courtesy of Koh Nguang How

View of works in progress in The Substation Gallery – Courtesy of Koh Nguang How

Performance by Jason Lim – Courtesy of Koh Nguang How

Interactive work comprising chewing gum and painted canvas by Lee Wen –
Courtesy of Koh Nguang How

Band performance in Post-Ulu Gig – Courtesy of Koh Nguang How

Tourists going round the statue of Raffles – Courtesy of Koh Nguang How

Untitled, A collaboration by George Chua and Lam Hoi Lit (Kai) – Courtesy of
Koh Nguang How

Musical improvisation by George Chua – Courtesy of Koh Nguang How

Depth-Surface, Pool Penetration, Performance by Agnes Yit

AIM: Artists Investigating Monuments
July – Sep 2000
TAV organised AIM: Artists Investigating Monuments project
at various sites in Singapore. The project was initiated
by members of TAV, including Woon Tien Wei, Jeremy
Hiah, Dennis Tan and Lam Hoi Lit (Kai), after preliminary
discussions between artists started in TAV Forum on the
internet in Feb 2000.
The objectives of AIM were:
- to invite artistic response to existing monuments and
heritage sites; in this way re-presenting its original
meanings as artistic findings.
- to invite artistic response to create new monuments; with
contrasting or affiliated practices in relation to local cultural
ideas
- to gather artists with different professional disciplines so
as to gain awareness of each other’s specialised practices
16 artists responded to the AIM project at 3 sites including:
Raffles Landing Site (22 July 2000), The Merlion Park (12
August 2000) and Hong Lim Park (1 September 2000)

Untitled, Performance by Jason Lim – Courtesy of Koh Nguang How

Missed, Video and sound installation by Wil-Kie Tan – Courtesy of Koh Nguang
How

AIM (Artists Investigating Monuments)
Documentation Exhibition
Nov 2000
TAV organised AIM (Artists Investigating Monuments)
Documentation Exhibition at The Substation, Singapore.

The Substation with AIM Documentation Exhibition banner – Courtesy of Koh
Nguang How

Dialogue session – Courtesy of Koh Nguang How

AIM Report, Nov 2000

View of exhibition – Courtesy of Koh Nguang How

Video documentation – Courtesy of Koh Nguang How

TAV Homepage Launch
2001

Blink of an Eye: Austrian Experimental Film and Video Art
Oct 2001

The Bali Project
17 Sept – 13 Oct 2001

TAV started its homepage on the internet at www.tav.org.sg
Bye Bye Albert
23 March 2001

TAV organised and The Substation presented Blink of
an Eye: Austrian Experimental Film and Video Art, at
The Substation. The exhibition was curated by Sabine
Jelinek, Vienna, in collaboration with TAV, Singapore and
SQUATSPACE, Sydney.

The TAV presented a multi-disciplinary art event, Bye Bye
Albert (The Coffee Shop Event) at Hock Hiap Leong, an
old coffee shop along Armenian Street (opposite The
Substation), Singapore.

4 members from TAV began The Bali Project, a research
& documentary project based on 4 Singapore pioneer
artists’ visit to Bali, Indonesia in 1952 in search of a new
modern art style. The artists who went to Kuta & Ubud in
Bali, Indonesia, were: Agnes Yit, Lam Hoi Lit (Kai), Jeremy
Hiah and Woon Tien Wei.

Pulau Ubin Art Camp
27 – 31 Dec 2001
TAV organised Pulau Ubin Art Camp, a five-day residency
on Pulau Ubin (an outlying island to Singapore), Singapore.
Local and overseas artists made artworks on the island for
public viewing.

Art Camp flyer: “Hunt for Your Art”

Flyer for show at Hock Hiap Leong

Performance by Agnes Yit

Free conducted tour

Pulau Ubin Day
20 Apr 2002

Soft: Danger Museum
Sep – Oct 2002

TAV participated in Pulau Ubin Day, an event organized by
Singapore Environment Council, at Pulau Ubin, Singapore.

TAV participated in soft: Danger Museum, an event held in
the Institute of International Visual Arts (inIVA) in London,
England.

See Singapore!
May – Jun 2002
TAV presented video collection SEE SINGAPORE! in
Copenhagen, Denmark and Kassel, Germany.
S.O.S
18 – 28 July 2002
TAV corner at soft: Danger Museum – Courtesy of TAV

TAV co-organised S.O.S., a two-man show by members, Jeremy
Hiah and Lam Hoi Lit (Kai), at Utterly Art, Singapore.

Experimenting with the “walkie talkies” embedded in Jeremy Hiah’s Champagne
For My Cat and Dog – Courtesy of TAV

Danger Museum Newsletter #15 - A feature on The Artists Village’s history,
practice and ideology. The Newsletter was distributed internationally and an
official launch held in Singapore – Courtesy of TAV

TAV corner with DM Newsletter #15, Singapore-produced publications, a TV
screening SEE SINGAPORE!, information and feedback forms related to the
screening – Courtesy of TAV

Singapore Contemporary Artists Show
11- 23 Sep 2002

Asiatopia 4 International Performance Art Festival
Bangkok and Chiangmai
18-30 Nov 2002

TAV in collaboration with Vietnam Fine-Arts Association
organised Singapore Contemporary Artists Show, a group
exhibition at Hanoi Contemporary Art Center, Vietnam.
England.

TAV participated in Asiatopia 4, an international performance
art festival, held in Bangkok and Chiangmai, Thailand.

Closing performance by Jeremy Hiah and Lam Hoi Lit (Kai) – Courtesy of TAV

Artist seminar at Concrete House to create opportunities for dialogue between
artists as practitioners as well as art students, academics, media and general
audiences – Courtesy of TAV

Artists’ talk – Courtesy of TAV

A Moving Experience
9 Aug 2002
TAV organised A Moving Experience, an event to celebrate
Singapore’s National Day, on public bus number 65.

Experimenting with the “walkie talkies” embedded in Jeremy Hiah’s Champagne
For My Cat and Dog – Courtesy of TAV

TAV group at the artists’ meeting and welcome dinner – Courtesy of TAV

B.E.A.U.T.Y.
19 - 31 Dec 2002

Fusion Strength
Jan – Feb 2003

TAV presented B.E.A.U.T.Y., a group art exhibition of
BadEvilAwfulUglyTerribleYucky artworks at Utterly Art,
Singapore

TAV organised Fusion Strength in Yogyakarta, Indonesia.

Lam Hoi Lit (Kai), Lina Adam and Benjamin Puah in their offbeat performance piece
– Courtesy of TAV

Lee Wen with collector, and his Chewing Gum Painting – Courtesy of TAV

Juliana Yasin installing her “footprints” work – Courtesy of TAV

Jeremy Hiah’s collaborative group performance – Courtesy of TAV

Public Art Library by The Artists Village
at Singapore Art Museum
2003

Artists Book Project & Public Art Library
at Sculpture Square
30 April – 9 May 2004

Episode5
12-Hour Performance, Sound and Video Festival
Dec 2006

TAV organised PALTAV@SAM, (Public Art Library by The
Artists Village at Singapore Art Museum). It was a one year
library project where artworks are exhibited and loaned to
public audiences and visitors of Singapore Art Museum.

TAV and The Sculpture Square co-organised Artists Book
Project & Public Art Library at Sculpture Square

Performance, sound and video art, visits to artists’ studios,
and a trip to Little India, all happening on the final day of
the year.

STORM
4 July 2003
TAV organised STORM-Pixel Motion Art, a new media public
art event.

AIM II - Artists Investigating Monuments 2004
1 Oct – 28 Nov 2004
TAV presented AIM II - Artists Investigating Monuments
2004, in the Home Fronts component of SENI Singapore
2004, at Singapore Art Museum. (SENI Singapore 2004, Art
and the Contemporary is a multi-venue project organised
by National Arts Council and the Singapore Art Museum of
the National Heritage Board.)
AIM III - Artists Investigating Monuments 2005
at MCA, Sydney
August 2005
Singapore artists involved in AIM III project will explore the
location of the space and look at monuments and sites
around Sydney harbor. They explore the history, duality of
existing monuments or sites of their choice or respond
to around the Sydney harbor, and possibly working in
collaboration with Australian artists.

Ezzam Rahman performance at artist Donna Ong’s studio – Courtesy of TAV

Ring Around the Rosies – A group exhibition by The
Artists Village at Your Mother gallery
8 Aug – 1 Oct 2005

Audience experiencing works at STORM – Courtesy of TAV

Expressing the thoughts and emotions, as well as exploring
the term “culture” and the various ways in which media
and culture intertwines in the context of youth, 9 young
artists from The Artists Village--Lina Adam, Marienne Yang,
Yeo Shih Yun, Aidah Dolrahim, Sophia Natasha Wei, Jeremy
Hiah, Warren Benedict Khong, Cheng Guang Feng and Dan
Lim, present this showcase of works.

Video screening Your MOTHER gallery – Courtesy of TAV
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